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, ~ ----- \ ABSTRACT~ . " .. ' ' . 
The purpose of this study ~s 
relationsQips between sex, stuae~t 
performance in both. spatial ·visualization and 
A ~ample of 16 school~ ·was random~y ~elec~ed frpm ·the 
r . 
pop~lation ~f ~11 school~ offeri~g ~~r~de . 9 ~athemat~~s 
program. on the Avalon Peninsula in t~oyince;of 
. 
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• ' . I • • · · - -.. .....___ ,-
wi t .h more than one grade 9 class, a siagle class was;___ 
. ' ....... 
. . ~ . ' . . . . . . . ;-----. ..__ . 
rando~ly . se~ected: for .. t~sting puz-Pos~s •. :h~s · re~lted' j,.n ~<~· . 
. . 'a sampl~ ~~ 4~1 stude·ri~s, con~t~ng ~~- 211 ~ales a,~d . 190 '-....__ 
fem~les •. Each student · was · administere~ · a teacl1er-
·constructed ~athe~atics achievement test and a 
.. 
standa~dized ~e~t . of spati~l ability. 
. ' . . . 
' . 
; Th-e .in"ltJ.al. ~analysis .of, tne· data showed ~o ·......----,-- --
. . . 
significant differences related to sex. However, when age 
. 
.was·utilized as a covariate, an analysis of data .showed 
. 
si9nificant qifferences in spatial visualization and 
· ... ~_:.he~atics : ~~hi.evefftent in favor of males.. Sex . 
differences in spatial vfsualization and mathematics 
I • • o I 
· achievemeilt had been masked by dff:-:ferences in: age. 
' 
. / . 
I ' ' 
. Signif1cant differences in· achievement in favor of 
·' . males were found on· transformation~! geometry, geometry i~ 
general,. ~nd overall mathematic~. However, using spatial 
. . 
visualization ~s a covariate, there d~fferenee~ became· 
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· CHAPT~R I 
THE PROBLEM 
·• 
. .. , 







.. . ) · . 
. ' 
·Since the publication of The Developmehtl_of Sex 
~ Differences by M~c~oby in 1966~ it. ha& been popular·for 
. ~- ~ 
res~arch~rs to ~oR' -f~r 'seJt.' differe~ces in a.chievemen~ .. 
.. . . \ . . 
.·:·· 
During the late sixties, with more and more women ent~ring 
I 'v , 
. . . ' 
the .. work'force·, the myths-:that- had ~ong .defined women's, 
. - . . - . ' 
• place in society began _to disint~grate~ .• 
., . 
• • 
- ... . 
. :. "-= " . . I "· 
· · · ., In· 1974, two Stan·ford Un:b.~ersity· psycn,.logists·, ~1 . .. 








·' · . 
... . : \ . . . , ........ .., 
Maccoby and Jackl~n;_ dir7cteci atte~fi~t:~wards equal .._ . ·' . 
oppo;tunity with t~ei~ ~ow classic book, The ·Psychology of 
sex Difference~.. ~oncurr-e~t social cha.nge, :Pw{:cful_~rly .I 
the women's mov~ment, stimuiated interest in this field, 
. and over · the past 15 years r 'esearch into ~a!e-f~ma~e ~ 
. I . . . - .-,- . 
d.ilfferences has ~roliferated·. 
In NEfw~undl~nd,- the Ministerial Advisory co~ittee· 
on Women's Issues·· in 'Education h~s est.ablf\he'd the -~ 
' . . . . . -· ~ \ 
of 
eq~ality of opport~ni~ ' for femal~ and ma1es~in · • 
~ ~ .: , . ,,.. . 
education. Thi-s will ·' b'a.. accomplished only if ( 1) ·al~ - · · 
- ~ "' ' . 
• • • • • st~dents have equal 'access to all courses and,. programs .· 
\., . 
- offered by the schools, (2),both sexes are.aptively 
• 0 ,..,... . 
enCOUrag~d t'0 take advan..tag~ o'f the·. fU11.- COUrSe OfferingS 1 
·and (.3 )'' both sexes receiv'e adequate an~ u"bias·ed ~uidanc·e 
' ' ., ~ ,, . 
I • .. • ~ ·._--- M 
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... ···;"fl_.,l v~· 
• •. r.:· r' 
.. ·~. ·;. 
' ._. ...... 1' 








' ·, ', ::. : ·. ~. .... - .- . .' ·, ~ ·. , 
• 0 ' .. •, 
--
-- 2 
' been ~ominated by one sex in the pa.st (Departme~t of ' 
Education, 1984). • / . 
~ 
One ·must look at mathematics within t~ context of 
-~· . ' ( 
equa~ opportun"i~t~. The study of mathematics is imp6rtant 
• J in the inaellectual develo~ment and career choices of all 
.· l..ndividuals.'f :rn · t~d~y~s · te~hn.~loqiclM-.socl~ty, 
· .. mathe~ati~s acts as a critical filt~r. for a multitude of 
• • '• f • • • -- - · 
· ~ · .. · math'ematics-related p~ofesf!ions ~ - T}le poor mathemat-ic;; 
. \ . ~ -. ~. . ' 
' , 1· • . . . : b.ackground . of nfhny. women· is an obstacle which shuts the 
, .. _:> ), ·, door to ca~eers · in -~an; · scient!t'ic and techno'J.~ogical 
·. ,...~ . . . ... . 
. 
' . . 
··. 
. . . . ~ \ 
. . ' 
,. : . 
... -~· .. 
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I f ~ 
I o f, 
d . 
.•. , ... 
--
· ·. fields. I · :' .. 
.-·· 
: civ~~ ·the .ra~t 15 years the ar-ea ·· of sex dif,ferences in 
;.. . 
r ~ 
mathematics has r:eceived considerable at?tention', 
b -~· 
"' . . . . 
especha-ltly from temale 'mathematics ·educators in the · United 
~~.a,te~ •. The N~tiom:1l council ~ .. f . Teache~ ~f Mathemati~s 
had co~i'ttf8 itself ~to the .Principle th~~;girls and ~omen 
·should be full participants in all a$pects of mathematics 
.  
(NCTM, 1980). T}lis will be accomplisheq only ·if manY' of. 
·tlie. pre~erit b~liefs pert~ining to sex differences, irr 
. . ... . . 
• ((. ' , • • ~· .. - .\o .. • 
' ·m~~hematics ar~ · eradicate.d •. Two such ' beliefs are: (1) ' the 
' - . 
lt!arning ~ ~f · m~thematic;:!}- i~ a male domain; and (2) - .f~ma~es 
. ·. ·. ' . . ~-- . 
. : ':'re ·not f:ls goC?d •at mathemati~s as males. : .. 
. J . (' 
. -. - . I . The ~~lation2?hip between the leaJ;"ning o'f mathematics 
_..... • ' 
0 
I , • '. ' • • • , t ' , ~.,......_ . ..... 
- ·~nd ~he sex of" ;the· iearner is : a multifacet~d problem with 
. - ~ 
· _ ....e ·number of · interrelat\d' .v:ar~ables · '({hieh contribute to 
sex-r~,lated d·ifferences\ 'J:'he. sex factor and mathematics 
• ·i 
· ' •' 
.. . 
. 
\ o I , ' • o • 
' /~ '' 
~ . . . . . .. , . ... ' . 
......... -· .:.t 
. :... ·· \ . ' ·. ) ..... :~;· .. : .... ~J,{ 








is a complex · issue which must be. analyzed within the 
context of teaching and- learning~mathematics. 
; 
* Rationale .. 
I 
Fennema (1978) identified educational achievement and 
~ . 
participation in the study-of mathematics -as the, two m~in-
issues· relating to 'sex differe-nces in .mathematics. 
·rn the United State!:;, fe~er fema.les than maQ~s elect 
. "' . . . 
I 
to study mathematics beyond the·minimum requ~rements at 
>-
• o I • ' ""' 
. · both the high .school and ·post secondary ~evels. The 
diff~re~~al n~ber of years ~ema;es and .males .spend 
formally studying and using mathematics is•one variable 
- • t • ' ' 
which has ' been positiveiy' identified as causing sex-
' r~lated diff~rences in mathem~~ics l Fennema,, 1.97'8) . In 
. . 
contrast, the :st~ucture of the ~ewfoundlan~ high school 
·' 
system does not allow students to opt out of mathema~ics. 
Therefore, ma_le-.female differences ·. in 'participation rates 
,_ 
. 
·are virtually· ·nonexistent •. 
I Whiie some studies /of .. ten show no differences in 
mathema ~ics achievement between ~the sexes ; a · la~g~ 
.. Percentage of ~hose that do, .shbf. differences favoring 
. . mal~s. In particular, the.middle gr~des (;-9} have been 
identified as crucial: for girls i-:1 mathema~s . (Fennema; _· 
. . 
i98~). During _the el~menta:y g;ades few. sex-relate? . 
. \ 
' . 
differences it:J:ea1:-_yl.ri.g . J~tathi!mat:icS· are ·found. Near- the · 
en~ of mid~le ~~o: boys Often .outperform g~rls o~ ma~J 
~ Ia 
' . . ·, 
,I I, .' 
: · .. 
I '>_ \ . 
' ..._, 
J 
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mathematical tasks. By the end of . high school ~h~s 
difference in performance between males and females is 
' \ 
often both statistic:all_y~ and educatio'nal1y significa~t/· 
The largest and most co~sistent sex differences have been 
on high:.J.ii~el cognitive tasks -and ~articularly. amon~ 
higheJability ~tudents. However, studies during. the 'last 
decade have shown declines in the~e d.ifferen~es (Fennema & 
- , 
Sherman, 1977;. F_enn~ma, 1978·; · Arm!?tro~.6 1981., Senk & · -. 
.__, . 
· Usiskin, 198_3). · 
. - ' 
stnce· sex differences in mataematics- achievement are 
. . . . ) ' . . . ·, ' 
·. · influenced by,._cognitive ·development, it was helpful to. 
' - " ~ . . . " . ~ 
. l-6ok at cognitt.i.ve variables that w.ere thought to be 
. . ' ' . . . 
associa'ted with sex-related d;fferEmces; ·._ Ohe such 
variable which has recen.tly received' cohsiderable 
. . 
att'ention is spatial visua;t.ization .. 'Fennema ( 19~1.> 
suggested -¢ha~ spatial visualization was the only var.iabie 
_which might be helpful in understa_nding sex-related,· 
' .,. . 
· ' diffe~ences in mathematics achievement~ :McGee . ( 1979a~. 
· ' 
.... ' . 
defined spatial visuaiization as follows: 3 
. . . .. ' 
Spatial visuali~atio~ is the .abl!ity to ~enta~ 
manipulat~, rotate, .twist or invent pictoria:lly_ 
· · presented visual stimuli. . ( p. 3) . · · , 
.Such ab~~it~ 'seems td be ;re~ated te. the situdy 'o£ 
mat'heftlatics and especial!~ :.to the· s_tudy_ of 
, 
' . . . 
transformational geometry . . · It ·has been sho~n that spatial · 
' ' • . ·_ ' z,· . "" . ' 
visualization .ability can be improved through · appropriat·e 
. \ 
· in!?tr.uction in"' geotnetry (aa:t'tiista, Whea t·l~; & Talsma:, 
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sex differences in spatial task performance fayoring 
males is one of the most persistent and best documented 
findings in- the. mental abiliti 





evident in adolescence and. increases with age. 
Differences in spatial ability between the sexes appear at 
nearly the same 'age as do diffe~e9ces i~ mathematiC's . 
. . 
achievement. So~e rese~rch\rs interl?ret . sex - ~ifferences ·' / 
· ·in mathematics achievem~nt as a secondary consequence ·of 
. ' . 
diff~renoes with respect to spatial visualizatfon (McGee, 
·1979a; Sherman_, 1979) .. Female .perf-ormance · at ·lower:)ev.els 
•' 
·than males on ·tests ~f spatial vis\lalization and le~ ' . 
atlequate development of this ability may partially explain 
· female 1 s lower perfo~ance in mathematifs. 
' In Newfoundland the junior high school has recentl_y 
been reorganized with ·emphasis on the cognitive· nature ·o~ 
. . 
the. chil:d. Since mathemat.tcs- learni,ng is considered 
• important to the cognitive de!elopme,nt of· the adC?l.escent, 
· there . exists a need for research to determine if sex 
. . " dif~erences exis't-' in mathematics performance at the 'junior 
high level in this proyince. 
.... 
Over the years many'fsych~logical, environmental, and 
·s'ocial. facto~s have ·b~~~~ forward to try to. expl._~in any . 
• 
observable sex differences in achievement. Ad _pub~ic 
c;lem_and foJ; educ;ational equality for all s.tudents 
increases, educators 1]\Ust •take an active role in 
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identifying specific factors which contribute to sex-





It is impo:J;tant· -that educators base their t_~aching 
.. 
6 
upon a sound awareness of student abilities and inherent 
dif f icul ~ies . .Only then ls f t . pass ible that. a firm bas is 
for equal opportunity in scientific and technological 
, J 
.fields may b~come a rea-lity for men -and ·women. 
l . 
The ·purpose o .f this s~udy · wa~ to examine· the .extent 
to' which sex differences affect· student performal,lce in 
spat;ial vis~allzation ~~d ·mathematics at the grade · 9 
level. Specifically it ·investigated the follow.ing 




• Qu~stion 3: 
.. , 
Is there a ·diffe,rence :between felllale 
. . 
and 'male performance in spatial 
·1isual1zabion? 
Is there a 'diff~rence. between· female 
anci mal~ -performance in mathematics?. 
.. . . 
I,s there a differen~ial relationship ·, 
between .s·patial vlsualization and 
' . . 
ri\a .. thematics performance for ma~es and 
. 
females? r--
• ::0. -. 
·Qu~stion 4: · · Does spatial visualization 'contribute • 
. , . : _.. 
. .;· 
' . 
to sex.:related differences in 
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' It is hoped that the results of this study . will be 
used t9 determine if inte.J;"vention progra.Jtl~ designed to 
eliminate sex diff~rences i:n spat~al visualization ability 
-in .Newfoundland-are actually n~eded. 
--· 
Hypotheses 
From_ the . q~estions th~ study was designed·. to answe~: 
. . .. 
t'he following null hypotheses were formulated for testing . 
. 
~ot.~~sis i:·.: The~~ is n: signific!lnt difference- in ·~ 
'" " . . . . . 
spatial visualization betw~en males and. 
f~ma1e~ in grade 9. 
Hypothesis 2_: There is no significant difference in 
overall mathematics: achievement between 
• • J . 
males and females in gra.de ·g •. 
.- . --, 
·Hypothesis 3: TherEt is no si.gnificant differen e in 
numeracy/algebra achievement be~ een males 
ancVfemales in grade 9. 
. . . 
Hypothesis 4: • There is· no significan~ differ.e ce in 
(\ geometry achievement · between m 
fef!'ales in grade 9 .• 
H~-pothesi~ 5: The relat~onship between 
and 
\' vlsualization arid overall rna ~etriatic·s 
achievement is ·not signific ntty different 
"' . 
for males an~ ~females in 
.. 
I 














Hypothesis 6: The relationship between- spatial 
')-
Hypoth~s is 7: 
visualizati.o~ and numeracy/algebra 
acfhevement is not . s~gnif icantly differ~~t 
. I 
for males and femal~.s in grade 9. 
The relationship· between spatial . 
.... 
visualization and geometry achievement is 
. . 
. . ...... 
not significantly different tor males and . 
females in grade' 9. . ' 




significantly -contribute to sex-related 
. . . 
diffetences in ovez:all mat·hemati.cs 
-· . 
achteveme·nt in' grade · 9 •.. · 
. I 
Spa~i~l visuali~ation ·d9·e·s not= 
signi'ficaritly ~ontribute to sex-related 
. 
differences in numeracy/al.gebra achievement 
in grade·· 9. 
Hypothesis 10: Spatial. visualization does . not ; 
", ' • ' 1 ~~I '. ' 
. ' '• 
significantly contribute to sex-related 
di£fere-.1ces iri geometry .achievement in · 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE"'-.__/ · 
. ~ 
-In· this chapter tl'le literature related to sex 
~ 
differences in mathematics is reyiewed, foc;:usinq on 
J:nathe~atics achievemen.t. :and spatial visualizat1on. The 
~ . 
'/>• I , 
chapte:t:" i~ orga~ized 1nto four main sections· plus a 
summary·~ . The mai-n sections are · ( 1) ·mathematics 
• .. , 'f I 
.achievement, (.2) spat~al vis~alization, (3) spatial 
visualization -and· ma.thematics, and ( ~) other_ factors 
. .,. .. . . 






· One of tne maj cr issues in the study of sex-related 
differences in mathematics is that of achieveme~t. 
Fennema ( 197 4, 1978) . lndi~~ted that there is n,i consensus 
I 
o'n whether sex-relate'd differences in inath~matics 
,. . . ~-
achievement exists. Where they exist,_ they tend to favor 
-~ males and only. start to become evident dur~nq adolesc~~ce. 
Wolleat 1 Pedro, B'ecker, · and Fennema ( 1980) stated: 
• ! 
. _.. / 
Achievement in mathematics has . been one of the 
most significc}nt sex-r~la,.ted differences 
observed in late adolescence and adulthood . 
(p. 356) 
.... 
In Canada, in ~978, sex differences in mathematics" 
achievement were systematically examined at ~ra~ 3, .61 
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·-levels over five a~eas of mathematics content (Sawada, 
01son, & Sigurdon, 1981). Siqnifiiant differences in 
:~~~-
favor of males were found at each grade level, these 
differences}IVarying directly with cognitive leVel and 
grade level.. out of 462 insta~ca,s of_ comparison, 146 gave · 
· rise to f!ignificant differences and 116 of these favored 
J oys." s·pecif~cally, at qz:ade· 3, 6, 9 1 ~and 12, boys r~--- outperformed g~rl~ 17 to 1~, 26 to 'fo 1 ·2a ~o 6, an~ 4S to 
. 3 respectively. This wou.ld seem to suggest that sex · . 
- - . . . . . ~// . 




In .orde!: to study se~elat~d differences· in 
.. 
mathematics achlevement, the mathema;t~s 'backgroun~ of -the .. 
I 
students. must: be controlled (Fennema: 1981) • ·rn many 
studies males have been compared wit~-females who have 
r 
taken fewer high ·school mathematics courses. · Since few 
studies have controlled for ~tudents, mathematics 
background, it is possible that the sex.· differences in 
~c::hi"'1'ement caul! be explained ."'Yydi f ferent ial ·mathilmatics 
., . participation (Armstrong, 1981; Fennema &· ~herman 1 1977) • 
Fenne~a (19!8) s~gge~ted_ t _hat. if the amount .of t '!.ime s~t 
. . / 
·learning mathematics is kept constant, e~ucationa.1ly 
' significant sex-r~lated differences in matftlematics 
pe~formance will disappear. ( 
{ Male s~periori~r over fe~ales i~.athematics 
achievement was found within all ten coun!ries which 
I • 
p~rticipat~d · in the first International study of/-~ .. 
·- .. . 
....... 
I t , • . .. · .. . ·. 
\. 
' • ~ I . ,:. ,.... :.~;. o: f :, o • • ... • ·. : . 
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Educat±onal Achievement (Fennema, 1978). Sherman ( 1980) 
0 • I 
found th~t bo" in. grade 11 ~erformed sig;ific.antly bette~ 
' ' ~ 
-----than girls even with mathematics background controlled. 
It was also JilOted that girls' attitudes towa~d ~athematics · 
') 
be~me less favof'able~ fy:om grade ~ to 11 • The presence or 
.absence of a sex-relat:,ld di~ference in achievement 
cova:ried with·' the ·presence· or absence o.f a more positiv 
. . ~- _/ 
attit:ude ~oward mathemat1cs amdnq males. 
• I ' ' ) . ' 
Ething't;on. and Wol;~le .(1984)' found that sex contin 
.. I 
to have a. signlfica,nt eft"&!ct on !mathematics ' achievement 
\ . . 
.. . even after controlling for sex differenc~s in spatial-
. - . .. ~ I . . 
. ability', · backgr~una· j,.Q~.math;~matfcs, and . interest ·in : 
~· , ... · :J.· . • I 
mathelllatics ~ '.l... 
- In the 'third Natiot:tal Assessment of Educational 
.Progress (NAEP), Carpenter, Lindquist, Matthews, and 
. 
Silver {1983) found no significant differences . in 
perf~rmance at ages 9 and 13. . Howev·er, achievement by 
' . 
males :was. higher b~ 3 percentage points at age· 17 I Males 
- . 
achievement exceeded. that o~ females for each category of 
•. 
The Internat_i.onal sydy of Achievement in Mathematics 
(Husen cited in .Fennema, 1979; Hu~en cited ,in Swetz, · 
. ' . Langgulung, & Jol)ar, 1983). found that male$ scores h~gher · 
. . . . 
on the mathemati'cs tests· in a11 .. 12 , populaticws studied · 
bo~h on computation and .on verbal problems. Xt also 
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• 
. ' . 
socioeconomic standing and mathematical performance.· 
Giesbrecht . (1980) cfound that ~ statistically significan~ 
difference existed between -mal.e and female high school 
s~udentJ in mai:be1~t1~al compet,ncy attainment in favor of 
males:.· · __} \ 
i ' . "' Fennema and Sherman (19?7) found that when student~, 
.J 
' ' . 
grades ·9-12 1 with similar matn~maties. background were. 
- ' · . 
studied, differences between males and females in . 
. . ' ~ 
achievement were small and ~.ignificant. in 'on)-Y' 2 of the. 4 
- . 
' . . 
school:s. considered • . Fennema (1979) j!nd de Wolf (1981) . -~ 
also .. found that sex differertces in achievement were . 
, . · . · r 
. . . 
reduced· after controlling for · specific patterns _of high · 
schooi mathematics coursework t .aken. 
' . 
Hanna· (.1986) •in a recent study of the mathel!'atics 
achievement of ·ath graders -in ontario fou~d significant 
~ . 
sex differences. in a.chievement in favor of males even 
thOUgh StUdentS Were matched' On SOCiO-eCOnOmiC leVel 1 
amount of' formal training, and quality of teaching. 
Different levels of cognitive ·tasks in mathematics 
' . ' 
have result.~d- in· s~x differences in achievement. Whil,.e 
there is a t~nde~cy for. femal.es to ~0 .. bett~r ~· 
computation tas~~' ma~~s seem to excel_ at higher i;vel.~ 
c.oqni tive tasks like problem' solving ·(Armstrong, 1975; 
Armstrol)q ,· ·1981; Carpenter et al. , 1983) • 
Fennema and Sherman (1977) while investigating 
' 
mathematics achievement in grades· 6-8, found significant 
. ' n .f 
' differences i,.;1favor . of fema1es· on low level cognitive 
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tasks and significant differenc of males or! 
higher level cognitive tasks·. ( 1978) ' found 
\ . 
' i 
evidence of mal~ superiority ·i:n pro lem solving in a 
num],e~~~pre-19_75 studies. However, overwhelming 
e.~j_.q~nce o~<:-.mp.le superiority should be tempered by the 
,-<.;-?"'-~· . . -
limitatic~~~i:··these studies. Lack of controls, sex-
.. ,.:;?;>,...,.. . 
·~· 
bias~d .,..c.ontent·, and a tendency to use C?~ly high-ability 
.. 
students might have influenced the findings _. · 
In the. Women -in Mathemati~s Project, grade 12 
. . . 
..,.. stud~nts were administer:ed a test which consisted· of' four 
su~tests dealing with computa~ional, _skills, alg~br.aic 
skills ,' · problem-sol ving_..skills, and . spa·tial visualization,. 
Even when differences in participation were taken ~to_ 
account, sex differences in achievement favored mal~ tn. 
.. . 
~11 four sub~ests; the only statistically_ significant 
difference was on the problem-solvi ng subtest (Armstrong, 
·1981). Linn and Pulos ( 1983) found that males performed 
better than females on proportional reasoning tasks but 
found nb evidence that a single aptitude might explain 
these differences. 
~ Doolittle ( 1985) found a substantial gender effect on 
mat~matics achievement that 'could ilot be expla:ine'd by 
instructional -differences at· the secondary school level. 
' Geometry and word pr~blems tended to have the great~st 
neg~tive impact on female examinees. When ·aifferences in 
entering geome1;:ry knowledg~ were · cont-rolled Senk an~ ,{ 
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- -- --- ..... , learned both geometry p'~obl.ems and proof writing equally 
well when differences in entering geometry knowledge were 
taken 'into account. They proposed: that when test items 
~ cover material that is. taught and learned almost 
,/. ex~l'usi~~ely in the cl~ssbom. no pattern of sex 
di~ferences . tend. .to be found. 
. - . \ 
· At the grade 6 level, Marshall ( 1984) found that 
g!lrls· were more· successful in ~ing computations while· 
' . 
boys were more· successful in solving word problems. The 
' . ' 0 . 
. middle grades ( S-9). have been identified as. cruc;ial. for 
girls .. and mathe~atics . (Fennema, 1982). ~·Up ·U.nti:l.that 
. ~ 
time> few sex-re~ated differences in l.earfling mathematics 
' . 
are found. Near the end o£ middl.e school males of ten 
J. 
. . ' . 
start ~o pull ahead ·of females . 
A. cognitive variable . . very often associated with sex-
related 'diffe~ences in ma~hetnatic;:s achievem.ent is 
precocious mathematics ability.· This refers to the 




In 1·972. a st:udy of' the precocious matliematics ·ability 
. . \ . . . 
of ~sce~ts fo~n~ that 19% o~ the boys scored_ higher . 
· thari the 'highest scoring· girl when ·given a schola-s~~c 
\ . I ~- · , .. ,.;;-
aptitude test in mathematics (Fox, 1975) .. The ~tU:dy· of· 
·./'-....Mathematical ·Precocious Youth (Benbow .. & stanl_ey, 1982) 
. 
\ 
identified 873 math talented students in a 1976 tal-ent 
' I 
-·' · 
'· · s~arch. students then took the Scholastic-Aptitude Test i~{ . . ~':.- , (SI\j).,' bo.t~ the mathem~tics and verbal. parts. While; there 
·~. ·: ,. ' · . ~r 
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was no significant differ~nce in the verbal part, there' 
was a statistically signifi_cant dif_£erence in fayo·r of'' 
' · 
males on the mathema.t~cs p.art. 
.,.,_/ 
- • I 
1'5 
In i1 stutiy of gifted· young women by Fox ~t was found 
that 42% were di.scour.aged by counselor~from taking 
• . r ' , ... 
advanced mathema-tics courses (Burton, 1979). Fox ( 1982) 
found that mothers of children with, precocious .. 
-mathematical abilitf tended to f}Otice t'Q:.its ability in ' 
•\ 
... their,son~ at a much ~arlier . age th9f1 in their daughters. 
Teacher! a1so~'were found to overlook giftedn~SS- in 




An analysis of most major rriathe,matics contests 'at t-l;le ~ .t 
-high school ievel suggested· that males consi&tently 
I 
perfo,Z'l11ed better~ than females-. It must ~e ~oted th?t '-. 
fewer fema1es competed in these contests. 
Benbow and Stanley. ( 19 8 0) suggested that co'ur se 
- ~ - , 
taking alone cannot account for sex differences becaus.e 
more . precocious boys ~ than girls are' faun<} prior to ages 
j • 
. wh~b(: a~h courses become elect.ive. 
J • ~ • • I 
·. :. } ennema ( 19 7 a) summed ·'up research in. the U.s. by 
suggesting there are no sex-related differences iJl. 
,r· • 
. 
· achievement evident ~n elementary school. ·,After .!1 
· ~lementary school, differences do not ap.ways appe~r. If 
. 4 they do appear, they tend to favor males on ~igher level 
.··,,. 
' ' 
'; · . . 
. , ' 
0 ' o I 
·~. • 1 : •1 : i, ~ 
cogni.tive tasks, ·Many studies prior to 1978 have lacKed 
. ,.-
'background controls or have been inadequately repc;)rted. 
I -=-
The inconsistency--of post,l:97B-'studies on mathematics . 
. . l___ 
achievement point to a ddfinite need for more research. 
. .. 
' 
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Since the 1930's, studies · hav~ provided support for 
•• the existtence of at least" two distinct spati.al abilities: 
.. 
spatiil visuali~ation an~ spatial orientation ~ 
r • . Spatial visUalizat~on 1s an·ability to mentally 
manipulate,, rotate, · twis1;:, or invert pictOrially 
p_resented visual stimuli. '.I?he under lying 
,. . ability seems .to invol~e .a process of · 
· . recogniti.on-,. .,J:"etenti.on, and recall of a · 
I . ···configuration in which there is ·movement among 
· ' . • the ·i,pternal p'arts of the configuration, or -'-of 
· an ob~ ect . manipulat~~ in ·3-D _space, .. or the· 
folding ·or unfolding of. 'flat patterns~ (McGee, . 
·• 1979a, pp. : 3...:.4 ). · .... 4 •. · ' 
· Spatiai·. or~e~tation.:· i~volves· t:h-~:. coinprehens:Lon . 
of the' arrallg~men~ of." elemen.ts .. within . .- B, ViSll.lal· 
stimulus pa~tern, the aptitu¢ie · for remain:ing ' . 
it.nconfused by the changing orientat·fons . in whibh 
a configur~tion. may -be 'pr~s~nted., and the :· n 
ability .. to dete~ine spati·al .:relations in: which 
the boay ~rient~t!on. of · the .:0pserver ~s an . . · 
es_sential _part o;f:, the problem.. . ( McGE!~ I 1979a, 
P 4) ~ ., . . . • • . . "·:: ·!. ~· i " ~ . 
' . . '>:~~~': · · ~ . ' .. , 
. • 
sex differences ·tn .sp_ailal task· perfo·rmance favoring 
males is one of· the m~st persistent and best documented 
• • f " ., ·~ . 
flndings in the metttal abil,itie~ liteiature .'<Maccioby t · 




It is indicated that male ~uperiority in spatial 
~ . t. ! 
. 
I ' ~ ' 
-abiiities becomes ·evident. in adolescence. and increas~s · ' 
with age. Baker' (~983) · suggested that the .magnitude . of ... 
. !;- ' 
th~s-diff~rence depends upon the deqree 
'\ . . 
to which an 
. ·, ~ . 
indi~i9ual is stereotypically mascu~ine 
. '\ - . . . . '. . - . 
type of test, · and ~xpe~ienc~. · 
Or' , ~emin•ine 1 the· 
' '. ' Wattanawaha and -clements (1982) found t\lat: males 
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... significantly outpe_rformed femal~s on que.stions· ·requir-ing .. . 
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.. 
3-D thinking or me~tal manipulation of visual images in 
grades 7-9. 
.... 
in most cultqres sex-re~ated differences i~ favor of 
. 
ma~es appear from adol~~c~nce on many tasks that require 
. ' : 
so called spatial skill.~ ( Fennetna, 1979; McGee_, 1979a, 
' Mac~oby & Jacklin, 1974; Sherman, ; 1'980). -~~ · Numerous studies 
' . .. .. . 
have .. consistently shown .m~l~ su·periority in ·.spatiai ·. 
· vi~ualization abi-lity,~ e'Sp~ciall.Y during arid .after 
~ . . . 
' \ 
~d~~esce~ce (~uay &·_McDaniel·, '1977; _.Mi~chelmo~e, 19BO; 
• ' I, • .. • ' ' • ' > ' ~ • ' ' (' 
Liben.' & Golb~ck, 1-9BO; : RicQJiland, 19BO.l ~ . · Taylor. ( i9:r7)·. · 
·• . . . . . . . •. . . ? • . . . 
.., . ' .. . . '• .. 
found tqat sex d~ff~re~ces in spatia~ :v1sua·li·z.ing abilit¥ 
; 
were nonsignificant with . preadolescent~ in Ne~foundlan~· 
. . . 
and Labrado-r • 
Since spatial diff.ere~d.~s bet~een the. 'sexe·s ~o not · ·. 
. . . 
exist to the s~ exteht in-all cultures (sherman, 1978:.; 
I ' • I , - • • ' ' "' 
V~h Leeuwen, ·1978), some writers have . propci~ed.that some 
I • . • • 
of the differences in ~~ati~l · a~iiity ~an be ·~ccount~d for 
. . 
by the differen,t.i:a1 treatm~nt p _f t:~~ male and the ~emale · 
· as a cllild11 It . ha~ b~ep suqgested · that . this ~dif'ferenti:~i . _. 
' treatme~t i~ _related : to·· the 'type:_of · tqys children. are . J . 
• • ' Jl 
gi'?'en and in the g~es ii) which they. are enco,uraged · ~o 
., . . 
partic~pate {Gimmes.tad, 1986;' Potegal, 1982). Mothers 
I I ' ' • I~ • 
' . • • . a. 
. ,• encourage nurturing. rather than mathematics skills in : . 
. -'. gi-r.ls; Throug~ p·;a'y ,:~o;s .learn .Qa.sic mat;hematic~ · skill~ : 
. .' ' 
.:.. • • • . . f •. • 
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, ., 
_.and' 3.:.0 objects in space {North York Board of Education, 
1986):· 
Sherman ( 1980) arid de Wolf (),981) found· that when the 
~ 
· mathe~atics background of h~gh school students was 
controlled, nb sex-related differences in spatia~ : 




visua'li.zation · dev~loped·. Jacklin ( ci:ted in Wattanawaha, 
. .. ,· . .. . . . . '\. 
' 
1982) fou~d tna.t sex--rel.ated.ai:f.ferences in visuospatial.'· 
6' . . .. ' . 
' . 
,· ability were ~educed· when the number of ·.mathema't~s 
. . . . ... 
' .. 
• 4 ' • • • • 
'·cottrses tak~n by high scho6l students' ·'was pa~tiallE!d. out . 
. • ·. • . -" . . . .. , , . ·. . I . 
.. 
Fennem~·and .Sherman (19}7). claim ~~at: 
• ' . . .. . ; . ~.: . • • .. . . . I • 
Cov~ry.ing ·out the · differe'hce's qetw~en t~e seK'es 
. in numb.e:t. of "space i:el:a·ted .cburses taken . . 
' . . 
:'\e.-liininates ·.~he sex-:-~eiated .di'fferences :in . 
sp4tial visuali~atio~. This ~s consistent"with · 
tl\e hypothes'is t}lat practice and relevant. . · 
experience - ~re factots in t~e ~ifferenc~ between ~ 
sexes in spa~ial visual-izat1on. '(p. 66) 
~- • • • •• 0 
W~ep 2-D geometrical. puzzles were used ~o test the~ 
spatial visualization sklli of students in grade~ 4-8, · it 
• . . ...... 4 .. 
was found that girls outperformed boys.· It was ~lso found ~ 
·- ~h~t. ~n~tr~ction' on sp~tial ~i~u~lizat~on ·did ~ ~a~e ~­
, differentia,_ effect ·on b<?ys anc;l gi'rl~ ~ ( smfth, Frazier, 
I ' 
Ward, & Webb, 1983). On· th~ ·other h~nd, ~rt'ith arid · · 
. ......,_../ . ' . ' 
Schroeder· (~~81) faun~ that i~struction for pre~dolescent , 
. .. " . 
' . 
' I ' . " 
.. 
'. 
~tudents ~an improve spatial, 'visualization as early as . ' • 
grade 4. · Sherman (cited in "Bishop, 1979J ·painted to· the· 
. . ·. . '· --
. . 
need for -spatiai .training, espegiafly in the. education of. 
• ' ,.. , ~ I ' • ' 4 -
·'-!"emales • 
·. 
Many ·different factors have, been proposed· as a . · . . 
' 
' .· . 
possible ·~ource ·of se'x dlfferences i~ ·spaticii· abllit~ · 
. 
. 
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Karl, Stevenson, and Black (19~4) tested and rejected the • 
. 
premise that sex differences in. performance on some 
spatial ta.sks may be due to di~fere.nces in alJorithm 
usage .. · On· the othe~ )land, SOcial factors have been 
'-"' 
proposed as expla.n~tions for sex differences in spatial 
abili~y (M~Gee, 1979a; Sherman, 1978; Lips .and Colwill, 
1978). 
- I , 
.I\ review of . clinical and experimental data indicate 
.that the right ·perebral hemisphere is speci'alized for · 
~ " . . . 
' I spat~al proc~_ssing and' .that the ce~ebr~l 'he'mispheres of 
. " . ·' . . 
males and females ~end t~ shqw - di~fer~pces in . 
,. 
specialization for verb~.and spati~l functions. It 
.. 
~ . ,. . ' . . 
. ' 
suggest~· quite c~nclusi;ely that m~les have greater ri~t 
~~i~phe~e special.hzatir~n.' ~h~n fe~ales: (Levy cit~d in 
Burnett, Lane, · & Dratt, · 197'9; McGee, ,1979a; McGee, 1979b1; 
.. 
. Sherman, 1978; ~oteg~l, 1982). Waber (1976, 1977) 
d . . 
proppsed ·that timing of maturation, · ·by influencing the 
~ .. . --
extent of brain lateralization for spabial skills, was 
_ re~ponsib,le for the sex differences . . _in 'spatial ability. 
-
' ' ' 
. Gene~ic factors'hav.e also been proposed as.a possible 
\ . I 
~ sour~~ of.: sex differences _in $pat~~l ~~ili~y. Komneni~h ·, 
Llfne; Dlc~ey,,: and Stone {cited in Burnett et· al.; 1979) 
. . -
" found that perfo~mance on a spatia~ test dependea on , . 
measured· levels of es.trogeri. ~owaJl . ( f9S4) : f~und · t~at 
• spatial' abil.ity was ·correlated po~itiveiy wi'1:h ~he · volume 
of tbe hormone testosterone·. It wa~ ·SUggest'ed that male 
. . s~x hormones 'may af.fect the ab'-li t~ ~o mentally vi~ualize 
', ~ 
.. . ,
' . . .. . . . • t •• • • • 
"·f : ~ I ' ·, ,;~,.. • 1 •', <, 
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20 
and manip:ulate objects, th~ k~~\-~omponents of mathematical. 
_./ . . 
.skills (McGee, 1979a; Potegal, .1982; Sher-man,· 1978). 
' . 
. 
Spat\al v1~ualization h~s been shdWn to be more 
highly correlated with success in a numoer of technical, 
vocational, and occupational domains than is verbal 
ability (McGee, 1.979a). Gimmestad {1986) found that 
'spati~~ visualization ability was the most _ imp~rtant 
- \, ' 
predictor of success in an .. engineerinq design course: 
' ' 
':\ 
--According to the u.s. Employment Service many oc~upations 
require. top level. spatla1 . ability. ·: Guay ~nd M~Dan-i:el 
(1977) .define· high. level spatiai ability as the 
· -:: • • ~ I ' .0 < ' ' I ~ • ' ' 
visual~zation of 3-D configurations and their ~ental 
' , 
millrii_pula t.i,on. 
While the e~istence of sex~related differences in 
~;patial fuhctio~ing seems obvious, th~re is less certainty 
over why these differences ex~st. Whe.ther diff'erences in 
_ -~patial visuali~ation are ~ue to genetic, hormonal, 
neurological, or environmental sources; the-ir continued 
' ' ' I 
·. 
existence has important implications for -all. educators. 
,r ·, 
... . 
spatial Visualization.and Mathematics 
Fennema ( 19811) suggested tl)at spatial Vif$~alization 
I , . 
. .. 
was the only cognitive variable~hich might be ·helpful in 
understanding sex-related diff'erences in mathet_n&tics 
• 
achievement.,.-
: i ' 
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Fennema: ( :b979) defined spatial visualization 
forlows: 
. ~ ' Spatial visualization involv.es ene visual 
.imagery of objec'ts, move'merits by the objects 
themeelves or changes in their properties. 
(p. 392) 
as 
The r~la~ionship between mathematics and spatial 
visualization is logically evid~nt (Piemonte, 1982). 
Spatial visua-lization ·requires that objects be · ment·ally 
' . 
21,--- \ 
rotated, ·rE!flect~d, ·and · ~ranslat~d. · St~:ch a~ility seems to 
I . 
be -related t ,o the study . of mathematics and especially to 
. . . . 
' . 
the st~dY. of geometry. . Fennema ( 197.8) stated: 
.· If. spatiaf. ·visualizatioh items ar~ geometricaJ· • 
· in character and if mathematical thought · · · 
i~volves geqmetrical ideas, spatial -- . 
v~sualization and mat~emat~cs are . inseparably , 
intertwined. <P: 10) · ~> 
Even though there seems to be strong pedagogical 
reasons to believe spatia~ visualizatio~ and mathematics 
are related, results from empirical studies have· been 
..a-
inconsistent (Fennema, 1978). A review of pre-1975 
I 
,,_; studies by Schonberger ( 1978) in9-icated that sex-related 
.. 
differences _ m:~ fo~nd ?nly on problems whos~ co~~en~_ 1s ___ _ 
sp~tial or se·x~d. Recent studies indlcate-
superiority in probl~m solving and spatial ability are not 
• 
' n~~essarily related. 
Sherman (1980)' found that no dlfferences ln spatial 
.. . 
visualization developed when mathematics background was 
c;:ontrolled· ,tn grades 8-11. It wa·s determlned that spat~al 
visua~ization was a significant predictor of' mathema~ics 
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... 22 •I 
develop and use verbal facility when spatial . ability might \ 
be more effective. Fennema and Sherman (1977) found that. 
when females and males we~e carefully matched according to 
mathematics and.related-subjects studi~d, the differences 
. in their perform&nce on spatial v~sualization tests were 
l 
reduced. 
The correlation ~tween mathematics ac~ievement ahd 
. --ls found to be just as high as 
. ' . .. 
spatial visualization 
~ . . . 
the 
correlation 'between mathemat,;_cs achie~ement . . a~d verbal 
ability. ·Scores on tests of spatial. vi!?ualization and 
. ' . ~ ' I • 
. . I ' 
mathematics ~c.hievement Qften. c;:~rr~late in tjle ran~e of 
. . 0 .·3 ''to' 0. 6 a~d spatial visualization appe~rs to account 
for some of the v.arianc;:e in ability to solve mathematics . 
problems (Schonberger, 1976; Fennema et al., 1985). 
~ 
.. . 
McGee ('1979a) sugge.sted that sex differences in 
; ...,. " 
mathematics achievement can be interpreted as a secondary 
consequence of differences w~ respec~ to spatial 
.• . . J . . 
. ·-·, . . . 
visualization. Fennema (1974) suggested that a 
relationship may exist between mathematics learning and · 
spatial visualization. Fe,males performed at lower levels 
-- I 
than males on ~ests.of spatial .visualization and less 
. . 
adequate developm~nt of ~his ability may par~ially explain 
. 
females' lower performance .in. mathematics • 




. '"'tv "" . 
differential ratio· in t~e use of spatial and verbal skills 
' ' . 
might expla'in sex-related differences in math~matics 
... . ~ 
achievement. Sherman- ( 197~) found. that diffe.rences i n 
--
'f.' 
·•, i .\ .•.. ''f~~· .~;~ . ;~'<:~ · :ft.:~·' : ,,;,: ;. :·; I,. , 
• i " \.NI. &.,,~ .l ... ~.--. t , ..-1. ,-:~ •. 
. ,! 
. \ ' 
" 
·, . · .. :;, .. . . 
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. . 
spatial visualization were one cause of problem solving 
differences. In a study involving college students, 
' Johnson (1984) found that sex differences in problem 
solving were·closely. related to sex differences in 
' 
' mat~ematical aptitude and spatial 'ability. 
A -. number of studies have found that sex differences 
\ 
fn ·spatial ability contribute to sex dlfferences in 
r_ I mathematics achievement (Benbow and Stanley, 1981; Burnett-
• 4 """ 
et al., 197~}. While no stgnificant differences in eitn~r 
mathematics a~hiev~ment or spatial ~isualization skills 
.. -· . . 
have been reported in -the four to eight year old gz:oup, 
i'n fa~or concurrent~aevelopment of sex-related differences 
(0.. . 
o! male·s in 'mathematics achievement and sp.atial 
• . . 
visualization skills do often devel~p dur~ng adolescence 
(Fennema, 1974; Fen~ema, 1978; McGee, ~979a) . . ~-tis 
suggested that the extent of the r~iationship be;::~~\ 
spatial visualization and mathematics is influenced by. the · 
learner's culture (Bishop, 1979b; Mitchelmore, 1980). 
on the other hand, some studies tend not to s_upport 
. : . . . . 
the exi'stence of a link between sex-related differenc~s in 
, 
~- spatial ·visuali~atiori and mathematics achievement. 
: .. ,. .. 
Fennema and Sherman · ( 1977, "1978) 
I 
.,relationship between mathematics 
investigated the 
and spatial visualization· 
skills and found few sex-related differenc~s in . either 
• • 
. mathematics achievement or spatial visualizatiop. The·· .. 
• ( • .J 
data dia not support the idea that spatial- visualization 












mathematics achievement. Fennema and Tartre (1985) found 
that rtudents in grades 6-8 who were discrepant in spatial 
_,~-
visua!ization and· verbal skills diff,~d in ~~e processes 
--
used to solve mathematics problems, 4 but not in their 
abil~y to solve problems. Boysrlow in spatial 
~~~lization and high in verbal ·ability showed the 
· hiq~:st achievement. LOw~~p~tial vi~ization skill~~ 
tended to inhibit gir~s not boys. krms.trew-- _(.1981) found 
. . 
no sex-related. 'differences in spatial abirity in the· 
... . . -
achievement data from the Women in Mathematics $tudy and 
-· 
the 2~ NAE~ · .. mathematics. assessment. after controlling' for J. 
course taking in· ~athemat,ics •· . 
Studies 'have shown ·· ~hat ~he spatial visualization of 
females can ·be improved through appro~riate instruction in 
geometry (Battista et al. ·, 1982). Burnett and Lane (·1980.) 
~ 
fou~d a significant correl~tion between improvement in 
tested spatial ability and the number of mathematics 
courses taken by college students. It was also shown that 
females improved, more than males. 
Many studies•are finding that spatial visualization 
is · r~lated to mathematics achievement differently for 
. . . 
males and females. Ethington and Wolfe (1984) found that 
~ 
. 
women have less spatial· abilit~ than me~ and the effects 
• 
" 
of this variable on mathematics are greatar for women. ~ 
Fennema et-al. (1985) s~gqested that low spatial skill may 
be more debilitating to girls' m~th~mat;cal problem 
solving than 'to boys. Fennema (1983) found that in grades 
•' 
. ' 
. ; • ' 
· '\"f~~:;·~,,f .. _:,'7 • .. ~&~~··:' · . {< . 1._,.~·"" .. ~ ·. 
• ~' • ~ -::: :. • .. ' I ' ... . .. .. . ' ' . . ,•' . . . . ... ~ ·, .. ... . . 
.· .. ~·: 
,~·-.· 
' ~. ' ' 
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25 
6-8 students with high spatial skills tended to use them 
•more than those with low spatial skills, with girls who . 
were lo~ in spatial skill using them least of all. 
-With the inclusion of transformationa,l geometry"·as 
..--
part of the mathematics curriculum~ spatial 
representations have been increasingly included in the 
teaching ·of mathematics. As a result, some st.udies t(at . · 
have ex~ined the relationship between. spatial 
' -
visualization a~d mathematical -problem ~olving have 
I ' 
:· .restricted the mathematical ~~s~~ those with aq obvious 
Spatial component. The relations~ of ~p~ti~l 
visuali·zation tc;>_ a broader spectrum of mathematics• is 
' . 
stil~ unclear. The inconsistency of previous studies on 
the relationship between· sp.atial visua.lizati'tm and 
mathematics achievem&nt indicates a need for furth~ 
rese~rch in this area. 
......... . 
Other Factors Related t~sex Differences 
in Mathematics 
.. 
The ·relationship between the learning of mathematics 
and the ~ex of the learner is a multifaceted problem with' 
-
a number of interrelated variables ~ontributing to 
. . .,., 
differences.'· A review of a number of these interrelated 
-
·vari-ables is necessary in order to understand the 
". . se~iousness and complexity of the problem of sex-~elated 
diff·erences in mathematics. 
.../"-- . ---
•. '• 
. , ~ : ..... . ·:~:~:\· Lj_:..~ .. .k.... ·-· 
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R~search into the area of sex ditferences in 
mathematics reveals that ohe of the ma~n problem~ is the 
' participation rate Jn high school mathematic~ courses. In 
the United States, fewer females than males elect to study 
mathematics beyond the minimum requirements at both the 
high school and post-secondary levels (Fennema _& Sherman, 
I 
1977). The International Study of Aqhievement in 
Mathematics found· sex differences in mathemaoics 
. -
_ par~i<::i~ation .. in -~early every .C?o_untry studied ( Armstr~ng, 
t 1981). T.obias ( 1978) desc-ribed thi~ failure of m~ny 
females to take mathematics beyond the minim~·-~ 
: · . ,requiremen~~ as the 1 math avoidance 1 ·syndrome. 
" ' \ - ... Research suggests that mat~ anxiety is st~ongly, but 




,~: ,. . 
' ' ( . 




negatively related to math confidence. Students with low 
anxiety. tended to have confidence ~n mathematics (Fennema, 
~ - . . 
1978). Fennema (1982) indicates tha~ girls report less 
> 
confidence in their abilLty to learn· mathematics even when 
I 
achieving as well as boys. ~~males tended to be more 
arll(ious abQut mathematics thanlmales. ,..._Aiken ( 1972, 197.4) 
. ~- . 
repor~ that _.confid~nce in learning mathematics WC\S 
related to achievement. 
While some students perceive mathematics as a 
worthwhile. and necessary subject 'fqr future careers, 
• 
others see mathematids as a waste of time. Fennema clnd 
Sherman (1977) found a sign-ificant difference in the 
perceived usefulness of mathematics favoring males~ Boys, 
· i·' . 
~. :{ ' \ ; I • ' 
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27 
perceiving mathematics as more useful than gi~ls, continue 
to study ma~hematics mare than girls do (Perr;· .l982). 
Society's ~tereotyping of mathematics as a male 
domain contributes significantly to sex-related 
differences in mathematics. The Fennema-Sherman study 
(1977) indicated that males stereotyped mathematics as a 
' 
male domain at~~ficantly higher levels than did 
females. 
The teacher is the most imporeant educational 
. . 
influence an.· stud.ents '· learnii).g of mathematics. Many 
studies indicated teachers •treat female and male students· 
. . 
differently. Becker-.. ( 1981), in a study o~ ten high school· 
g~ometry teachers, found that t~achers treated the sexes 
. . 
unequally. Teachers gave mo~e atte~tion to males and 
~ 
referred to them more ~ ---
:The differential 
mathematics class. has 
often in ~s . que~tions. 
~enE of females and males in 
resulted in a condition known as 
'learned h~lpiessness'. Under this condition students see 
, 
. •. 
failure as due to a lack of ability and therefore 
uncontrollable. It was found that females were more 
' . . ,. 
likely than males fo display th~s condition (Fennema, 
1980; Woll'eat et a.l. , , 1980) _.· 
The remediation of sex-related diff~rences in 
. . 
mathemati~s ana the equalizi~~areer opp~r~unities fo~ 
f~e students require edudators to be knowl~geable of 
the far-reaching consequences of sex-related dif.fer ences 
.in mathematics. r-- .. 
,) 
... 
I \ ' 
. • .. ~ I 
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As indicated in Chapter I, an inve~tigat~on ?f sex 
. 
differences in mathematics achievement and spatial 
' visualization is-important if equity in mathematic~ is to 
be- realized. It was apparent from searc:.hing the 
li~erature · that . research in this area -was inconclusive. 
Whether sex-related differences in mathematics achievement 
and spatial visualization exist and are more pronounced in 
. . & 
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In this chapt.er the design used in the investigati9n 
is described. In the first section the population and 
sampling procedure are_specified. Following .this, the 
s~lection, de~e!opment, and piloting of the instrument are 
explained, and th~ limitations inherent. in the design are 
' . 
" 
·indicated. Finally, the procedure followed for the 
distribution of the instrument is explained and the 
. \ 
method~ used to analyze the data are r.eported. ....._ 
,. 
?opulation and Sample 
The population consisted of all first time grade -9 
students on the Avalon Peninsula in the prcvince of 
Newfoundland who were taking mathematics. Since the first 
differentiation of students with respect to their h~gh 
' school program occurs at the beginni~9 of the lOth grade, 
. ..--- . . 
the gx:,~de 9 population would be mor·e · heteroge.neous, more 
varfable, a'nd more reliable with respect to matltematics 
achievemen~. To identify the members of this population 
it was necessary to•determine which schools -on the Avalon 
-
.. q 
Peninsula offe~ed.a grade 9 program of study. 
, . . 
..,. '· 
The Avalon Peninsula ·contains 10 of the 3~~chool 
boards and approximately 1/3 at the students 
, 
. 
province of Newfoundland. The schools which 
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mathematics can be rural or urban, sipqle-sex or co-ed, · 
' . 
and listed as either '811 grade, eleme~tary, junior high·, 
: 
or high ' school. · Classes .~n these schools can Qe single- -
. . ~ . 
grade or.,JDulti-grade and large schools 1itill often have 
'l. more than one grade 9 class. 
... -
' . 
It ~as determined· that · 64 s~ools on the Avalon 
Penj.nsula in· the ·proviric~ ~f Newf~llndlari·d ·of~e.red t~e 
grade 9 mathematics prog;ams duri'lg the ·1~~6._.1987 . school 
' .. '. 
these 64 sChools,, 16 were . ran4d'mly selected ~s : ~ . . .· ' year. From 
. ·, .. 
' ' • ' ' • • • • I ' I • 
In schools wtth more than one . ciass.· of grade-':. the' sample: 
. ·: - . ~ · '- ~ 
9 students, a single · class was ~andomly .selected·. ) 
. . 
In this w~y the sample chose~ .would be" representative ' 
. " 
of the ·'popu1ation 
·~, 
Newfb\lnaland. 
· •. I 
-\ 
r 
of · qrade 9 mathematics students . in 
. ~· 
'·. •· 
. . ~ 
~el,ectiop of. tbe Spatial YisualizaticijHl Test 
. .. 
. •' . 
. I • '-o . 
The spatial visualization ability of the students i_n 
. 
the ,sa~ple. was ·tested by using ~he~Space R~lations tes(, . a 
" I 
. subtest of the Different;')ial Aptitude 'Tests (OAT) , forni V •· 
. ' . ~ ' . . 
"' ,. . ' The. most -recent revision w~s chosen because it had b~en 
0 ' 
)4nidian.ized . (Harco~r'b Brace Jo;ranov~ph · PUblishers, 
copyr.ight 1982). · The-Space Relations · test is a measure·of 
I I I ... 
• I' - ~ " 
ability to deal with concrete material·s through 
1, • ' • ' 
visualizat~on. It ·requires the' mental manipulation of 
. . . . . 
objects in .three-d~mens.ional .space:· The, t~st consists of 
-.~ 60. multiple-Choice questions whi'ch must be answered in 25 
. ' . .. i . 
., . .• 
" ... ' 
. ' ' .. ~ . f t ' 
:. : · ~, .. . ,· ... , .... ·' ' . 
,.· . , . • . I 
: .. · .. :, · .. ·: , , : _ -" ,. 
\ . 
. ·:>• 
-: ' ,. .. , r 
_,. 
. . 
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, minutes . The use of the ' oAT assures a high _degree of 
• 
validity and reliability. The reliabi~ity coefficient for 
grade 9 students on the Space Relations Test was 0. 93-• 
. IJ 
Development o; ~he ~athe~t~cs Tesb 
. . ~ - ~ 
The ·mathematics performance of the students in ,'the 
·o 
. , 
. · sample \-I~S t~s.ted DY U~ing ~- seltf-constru6ted aGhi~v~ment 
. tes.t b~sed on' material from the 'gr'ade a' ·mathematics ·. . . '• 
• • • • • ~ ' • • 0 ' • t • 
. . 
, , . program. The test~ ·was divided into two separate sections, 
~ ' . • (' 0 Nurnera~~/A1gebra and u~ometry. . 
I ' An a~alysis of the . ~uggested instructional time for 
. ~. 
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o;d~r. ··to determine which . components· would be .empha~zed in 
. .  
t:tie· achievemen~ te.st. 
Tabl'e 1 " 
suggest~d -I~structionar' Time· for core Topics 
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32 
· · The· considerable amO'\lnt. of instructional time 
.. 
. su9gested fo·r num~racy a~ the grade 8 ievel dictated that 
it be tested. The iJ!Iportance of algebra and· geometry was 
. ~ 
ascertained- from th~ significant increase in instructional 
' . . 
time each rece·ived from gra~e 8 to grade 9. With this !n 
mind-, the nurner'acy, algebra,' ·.and g~ometry strands were 
·,, 
selected for inclusion in the math'ematics achievement 
- ' test. Siz:tce · algebra can be consid.ered~· to- be generaliz~d 
- . 
a·ri thmetic whereby concepts 'of numeracy az:e dealt .w~ th . in: . ' 
..... -: . - ' 
general term~, numeracy. and -.algebra weli'e co~~ned to form 
. . . 
. i . . . ' ~ .. : .)J • # 
the ifirst · cqmponent of the achievement tes~. G~ometry is 
. ,---= 
a lif~ skill -and · i~ · consi.dered to be :an integral part of 
·the mathel{latics curriculum at all g:r;ade levels. Thus 
geometry would compriJ;;e the seco~d . component. of the 
ac~ieveme~t 4·· This .· co~ponent could be subdi vid~d 




The time of administration and restriction~ on. 
classroom time made a mul:tiple-chc;>ice test ·the most 
pra~tical and convenient type pf achievement test.- . A 
thorough analysis of various standardized tests and the 
' • I <I ' ' J 
intermE!diate curriculum guide for grades 7-9 made it-
\ 
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Two· :pilot studies were carried out ':Ising two intact 
.• ~ 
grade 9 mathematics classes during the week of October 
I 
. 6th, 1.986. The major aims of the studies were: ( 1) to 
0 •• • 
ensure that the time allotted for the completion of. the 
test items was sufficient; ( 2) to check ·the difficu1 ty of 
the individual i .tems and the compiete t:;est; and ( 3) to · 
identify any basic weak,nesses in the wording or . 
• • 
arrangeme~t 'of the written test., 
. . 
_For each .pi·lot study an item analysis was condU<lted 
to determine the difficulty index 'and .. di·scrimination power 
- ' . . 
of ~he i t .ems; A~ a result of both E~tudertt and te~cher 
feedback the i terns to be used in the main study were1 
selected. The final instrument used to test mat)'tematics• 
.. 
achi~vement in the st;.udy consisted .of 40 items, 20 
numeracy I algebra items (odd # 's ~ and 20 geometry i terns 
( ~v~n D • s). 'A time limit of 30 minutes was found to be 
adequate. 
The reli~bilj,ty of the mathematics achievement test 
was ass~red., t~ug~ .Piloti~g an~ then conducting· an· ite~ 
analysis. ·Validity· ..,a/ maintained bY fo~lowi.ng th~ . 
clearly stated objectives suggested in the intermediate 
t:-.1'.,. . 
·mathel'l)atics curriculum guide, grades 7-9. A complete tex·t 
of the .final instrument for ·measuring mathematics 
. . 
achievement is fo\,lnd in Appendix 1-. • 
. . .. 
•' 
, t• · 
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r 
A letter of introduction, toget~~ with a letter of 
support for thi.s study from the· Department of Education, 
were sent , to each of the six superintendents of the school" 
boards involved with the study. A sample copy of these'-
letters are found in Appendix B. • 
Half of the 16 cl.~sses participating in the study 
were first administered· a test of_ ~_llatial _ visualization 
and then· a tes·t of mathematics ·-~chievement. The other 
half received tne tests in revers~ order. The 
administering of all tests was carried out by the 
researcher. Specific~instructions .and ~ specified time 
' limit were rigidly ·adhered to for ·each test. The 
directions for ea~h t~st were read aloud, students ""ere 
C7 . 
given an opportunity to ask· questions before the test 
t 
began, and two e~amp~es were previewed in order to 
fatnil.iarize students ·with the recordd.ng procedure. Since 
• 
answer sheets were provided and tests were reusable, 
inspection of test booklet~ between te~ting se:fPns was 
~ .. ne~essary. Fo1lowing each testing sectj,_on the answer 
sh~ets were placed inside ·an envelope Upon which a 
# 
memorandum ,was written. This . included group test-eo, name 
·Of teacher 1 name Of SChool 1 date 1 time of testing 1 number 
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- 1 ·- -·--·> .·· \ ' .·. ·. 
·' 
'I The students were _told not to be discouraged if some 
of the questions were too difficult for them or they 
. . 
didn• t finish thee tes~, ~to try their best in the time 
allotted. 
In order to interpret the results of the mathematics 
~chievement test r~irly, it was necessary to try to 
I 
~ 
' ' • I determ~ne what material had ~ctually been taught. 
Therefore, ·a' short . qUestionnaire- was prepared· arid given to 
the mathematics t~achers. who taught the students · in the 
study dur-~ng. the 1985-1986 academic 'year. 
questionnaire ·is found in Appendix c • 
Limitations of the Study 
A copy of the. .. 
' .. As ~n the case with all r~~ea~ch of ~is tyPe there' 
are several limitations which were ~nherent in the design. 
- ·, 
1. The study _was delimited to just one grade -. l~vel. 
2. The study did not attempt ~o determine . the ·actual 
amount of instructional time ~p~nt on 
,-
numeracy/algebra' and geometry· in grade 8. · 
.. 
. 
-· · .r:.;; 
. · ·~ 
.. ,. · ' -('1•' 
. ' . ~~- ~~ 
. . 
3 •· There was no attemPt to aSses_s _any previous" / 
experience of students with s;atial -task training ~~ . 
. . - -~/ 
~ 
. 
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... 
/ Analysis of Data 
In this stu~y the answers to four basic questions 
were 'Sought. These questions, -·as well as the analysis 







Is there a difference between female and 
-.male per~ormance ill. ~patial visualization? 
. . 
Is there a difference between female and 
- . 
male performano'e ·in mathematics? 
Is there ·a· differential re.1.ationship 
. . -.. 
between spatial- visualizati~~ .and 
. mathematios performance for males and 
"females? . r 
Does spati_al · visualizat~n contribute to 
sex-related differences in mathematics 
performance? 
.. 
.. An analysis ofi _variance procedure was used to ·test 
both question ( 1) ·and ( 2) • To test question ( 3 ) the 
. . . ~ 
Pearson product molllent correlation _wa:s calcula_ted and 
j:::::~:a:::~a~::~:::i:e:::'o:s~: l t:n ~:::l:::s · of 
. cov.~rianc~ · ·w~s ·pet'f.ormed us in~ spatial . visual~z?ti9n 
. . . . . 
ability as · a ·covariate. Th~ . o.os .level of signifi~ance 
was used for all tests. 
• 
· .. 
,. ~ I , 
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The main purpose of this study was to examine the 
extent to which sex differ_enc~s affect student performance 
in spatial visualizatiort and mathematics· at the grade-. 9 
. .. 
• level. In this chapter the data which were collected 
according to the procedures out-lined in Chapter 3 are 
~xamined in terms of ~he stated questions and the 
associated null.hypothesis. · The population considered · for 
the study consisted of ·all g~ade ~ students . ~aking 
. . 
mathematics for the first · time on the Avalon ·peninsula i~ 
the province of Newf.oundland f0r the school year ~986-
1987. 
Research ·Questions and Results. · 
l 
I 
For each of the stated questions, the associated null 
I 
4. . . 
h~otGs -'are pre:ented and. the d~ta are ana~~~ed. 
Question~ ·.Is there ··a. dlfference be'l:ween male and 
· . ~female per~ormance in spatial 
vi~ualiza·tion? 
~ ~ 





There is .no significant difference in 
spatial vi·sualization between males and 
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I ; 
In Table 2 the crtterion variable of spatial visualization 
r is broken. down by sex . 
\ 
.. 
. . ·: .. 
' . .-r. ·~· 
Table 2 
Mean Spatial Visualization Scores by Sex 
Group Mean SD Cas~s-· 
... 
.MaJ.es . 30- 34 10.56 211 
Females 28.31 J .. !0.53 1~0 ' 
Entire Population 29.38 10.58 411 
.•. 
A· one-way analysis of var i.ance by sex was conducted to 
. .r 
determine if ~the differenc'e be~ween the means was 
significant for spatial visualization scores. 
c · : 
Table 3 . 
Analysis of Vari~nce of Spatial Visualization 
,,. ... . Scores by S~x 
Source ss df 
Between Groups 412.27 1 
within Groups 44346.11 - 399 
MS 
412 . ·~7 
111.14· 
F p 
3.71 o.os( sO 
From the ANOVA it was concluded tha~ there was no 
' 
significant difference in spatial ~i~ualization by sex, 
thus hypothesis ( 1 ) was accepted. 
} . 
.. 
'· '. , · •, ,l ',<r lr ,' 
... ' .!• 
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As a res'-:.1 ~ of the acceptance of hypoth~sis ( 1) , male 
. 
and female performance in spatial visualization were .not 
considered dif f ere.nt. 
Question 2: · Is there a difference between male and 
female performance in mathematics? 
-
From ..question ( 2) the following three hypothese!f were 
\ 
formulated for t _esting. 
- ~ 
There · is no si.gnl,.ficant difference in . ~ 
·aver all mathematics achievement between~ 
, Hypothesis 4: 
) 
. males and fef!lales i.n grade ~. . . . 
- There · is no significant difference _in 
numeracy/algebra achievement between males . 
~nd females ~n grade 9. · 
There is no significant difference in 
geometry achievement between males and 
f~males in grade 9. 
In Table 4 the criterion variable of ove)'all mathema .• 
is broken down by sex • 
' ' .. 
r-:-,...... Table .. 4 .. 
































A one-way ~!'la~ysis of variance by sex was conducted to 
determine if the difference between '"the means was . 
significant for overall mathematics scores. 
Table 5 
·"-. . 
·' Analysis of Variance of ov~rall Mathemat'ics 
· Scores by Sex 
Source .. ss df' MS F p 
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~ . ' .. 
.. 
From the ANOVA it was concluded that there was no 
' significant difference in overall mathematics achievement 




--·rn Table 6 the criterion v.a iable of numeracyjalgebra 
I 
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, Grou~ Mean so Cases 
, - 41 ·' 
Male·s 13.00 3.60 211 
Females 12.99 3.76' 190 
.Entire Populati<m 13.00 3.67 ' 401· ~~e 
... 
,, 
.. , , '- I 
., 
., ... 
. ' ~ . . -"" .. ~ \ )J. 
,, t~ t ' . fo . ~ (;: / :. ··~ ·,..~ ... ~.· ' , : : .. • . ~~0 . 4·, . · .. ~-~- . >~ . ,: .. ··.: ~ ... _ .• ,: .:;\:_;· ~ ~ ~;;;~ : . ::, . . : : . ' t•1. . ~ ,• . ~ ... ~ ' 
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41 :-· 
A one-way analysis of variance by sex was conducted to 
I 
determine if the di'ffereijce between the means was 
significant for nurneracy/algebra scores. 
Source 
Table 7 
Analysis of Variance of Nwneracy/~gebra 
Scores by Sex. 
ss.. df 
• 




Betwe~n ·Groups 0 .• 0~ 1 0.01 0.00(1,) 0.98 
' 
Within Groups 5389.99 3~9 13 ·-~~ 
' From tbe 'ANOVA. i_t was· concluded that ·there was"' no · 
,,· 
. - , significant difference in numeracy:/a'igebra achievement by 
sex, ·thus · hypot~esis _ ( 3) wa~ accepted. 
In Table 8 the criterion variable of. geometry is 
. broken down by sex. 
---
Table 8 
----Mean Geometry Scor~s by sex 
• 
Group Mean SD cases 
Males 1L1o 3 ~ 25 211 
Females 10.57 3. 43 190 
PopulfijJ , EntirE;! "'10.85 3. 34 401 
.. 
•, 
. \ .. 
. , 
' 
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I 
A ·one-way analysis of variance by sex was conducted to 
. 
det,ermine if the difference betweeh th~ means was 
~ 
signif ±cant for geometry scores. 
Table 9 
.. 
Analysis of Vartance of Geometry Scores by sex 
• • I 
I 
source ~s df • MS F . i? 
42 
J 
Betw~en Groups 28.20 1 28 .\20 2. -54 0 .11 
\ 
·'Within Gtoups 4437.52 ~99 '11 ~ 12 
·.< 
' 
From· the ANOVA it was concluded that there was no 
significant difference in geomet,ry achievement by sex, 
thus hypothesis ( 4) ·was accepted. 
r 
As a result of the acceptany of hypotheses (
1
2), ( 3), 
and ( 4) , mal~ and female performance in mathematics wa·s 
hot considered different . . I ,. 
Que_st ion 3 : Is_... there a differential rela~ionsh.i!p 
between spatial ·visualization and 
mathematics performance for tnales and. 
females? 
Frqm question ( 3) the following three hypo~hesis were 
formul.ated for testing. 
Hypothesis 5: 
.. 
The rela tionsh:ip between spatial 
visualization and overall ' mathematies 
achievement is not significantly differen·t 
for males and female·s in grade 9. 
.. . ... 
I , • 
0 ....... • .. . . 
.. l' ' . 
; :~ ' ;I~ 
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Hypothesis 6: The relationship betwe'en spatial 
"-visualizp.t_lon _and numeracy/algebra 
achievement· is not significantly different\ 
f.or males and ·females in gra~ 9. , 
Hypothesis 7: The relationship between spatial 
-- visualization and geometry achievement is 
not significant~y different for males and 
i'\ females in grade ·9-,"c> -t 
, 
In Tabl.e 10 the Pearson product:-moment correlation was 
computed for spatial visualization with the dependent 
t, , r-· 




Correlation Between-Spatial Visualization - and 
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Fisher's z-tr~nsformation of r was conducte~ to · det~ine 
if the correlation between spatial v.isua~izati~n and each 
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.. Fisher's z .. test of the Co-rrelation Between 
Spatial Visualization .and Overall 4 
• .Mathematics by Sex 
- r N fl zr z 
• 
. 
·o. 56 211 0. 63 0 .·30 
·: 
. 
Females . 0.58 1.90 .q .66 
:•: .. 
p 
0 •. 76 
From Fisher's z-test it wa:s conc;:ludea· ·that there. was 
. . 
no 
significant di'f,ference in the correlation between spati~l 
' . ' ~ . . . . 
~ visualization .a~d~overal\· ma;rematics achi~vement by sex, 
: . • I 
I. thus' hypothesis (5) ~a-~ repted. 
Table 12 · 
Fi'sher' s z-.test of I the Correlation Between Spat;ial 
Visualiza~ion , and Numeracy/Algebra by sex 
. 
;1> 
Group · I' r N Zr z p . 
~ 
Males '·. 0. 47 211 o·. 51 ·o. 81 0.42 
Females 
•• 
0.53 190 0.59 
( 
~rom Fisher'-s Z-test it was concluded ·that there was no 
' 
significant d~~r~nq~ tn the correlatio~ between spatial 
visualization and numeracyialgebra achievement by sex, 
. . 
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~) Table 13 
Fisher's Z-test of the Cor~elation Between Spatial 
o Visual-ization and Geometry by Sex· .· 
~ 
· Group r N Zr z p 
Males 0.52 211. 0.58 0.30 0.76 




From Fisher's z-::·test it was concluded that the'r·e was no 
-
si9nificant . difference' in the correlation between· spatial 
• . • .t 
vis~alization and geometry achievement by sex, thus 
hypothesis ( 'J ) wa_s aC"cept,ed. 
~sa result of the acceptance of hypotheses (5), (6), 
and (7): the relationship between spatial visua~iza~ion 
' . ' ,. ... 




Dqes spatial visualization•contribute to 
sex-related differences in mathema~ics. 
,performance? · 
. .. 
From question (4) the fol~owing three.~otheses were 
formulated for testing~ ., 
.. 
Hypothesis 8: Spatial vi~ualization does not . · 
significantlY contribute to ~~x-rel~ted 




Spati~l ~isualizati~n : does ~tit . 
significantly contr-ibute - to sex- related · 
differenc~s innumeracy/algebra achieveme~t. · · 
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Hypothesis 10: Spatial visualization does not 
significantly contribute to sex-related 
differences in geometry achievement in 
grade 9. 
46 
An analysis of covariance QY sex, spatial visualization as 
.... 
· the -covariate, was conducted to determine if the 
difference bet~een the means w~s significant for overall 
mathematics scores. · 
Table 14 
An~lysis of Covariance of overall Mathematics 
Scores by Sex 
Source ss df - ·' MS F 
·. '\'~:. 
Covariate 5015.02 1 5015.02 190<. 52 
Main Effects 1.94 1 1 .. 94 .0. 07 
Explained 5016.96 2 2058.48 95.29 
Residual ~0476.77 398 26.32 ' i 
Total 15493.72 400 38.73 
.. 
\ 
. . \ ~ 





~ignificant dif~erence in overall mathematics achievement 
by sex, thus hypothesis ' (.8) was accepted. · 
An analysi-s of· covariance by.sex, spatial 
visual.:i.z.ation as the- covariat~ ,' was condu·cted to determine 
if the- d:i:,ff.erence between the means was significant for 
~umeracyj~lge~ra s~ores. .• 
· . I'' 
---.,. ' ·---· I ' 
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Analysis of ~ovariance of NumeracyiAlg~ra 
Scores by Sex 
Source 0 0 ss df MS F 
I 
Covariate 1309.23 1 1309.23 128.05 
Main Effects 11.48 1 11.48 1.12 
Explained 1320.71 2 . 660.36 0 64. 59 
Residual • 4069.29 ' 398° 13.48 
.... 
.... 







significant .differenceoin numeracy/algebra achievement by 
sex, ~hus hypothesis 0 ( 9 )0 ~ was accepted. 
An analysis of covariance by sex, spatial 
visualization as the covariate~ was condu9ted to determine 
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~nalysis.of CovaJaance of Geometry Scores by Sex . 
Source ss 
Covariate 1199.48 






















' 146.34 0.00 
0.49 0.49 
73.41' . 0.00 
From the ANCOV~ it. was ·concluded that there was no 
significant difference in geometry achievement by sex, 
. thus hypothesis (10) was accepted. 
In Tables 14, 15, and ·16, using spatial visualization 
as a covariate did not produce significant diffe.rences in 
· means for any of the dependent variables. ~sa result. of 
the acceptance of' hypotli.eses ( 8) , ( 9) , and ( 10) ·, it was . 
- '· . 
concluded that ·spatial visualization does not contribute 




During the collection, scoring, ahd.coding of the 
. . ' 
data certain trend~ became· evident that indicated further 
. . 
analysis would be wo.rthwhile. An exploratory analysis 
would .allow ·a better unders~anding of the ·data as well as 
. . . 
provide possi~le qu~stion.s for future research. 
_..:.,____~- . -. t--- -
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First, it was noticed that the numeracy/algebra mark 
, 
was.higher than the geometry mark ~n the madority of 
~ases. For the entire papulation, the mean 
numeracy/alqebra score was 13 while the mean geometry 
score was 10.85. Therefore, a new variable referred to as 
"mathdiff" was computed far each student where mathdiff 
equals numeracy/alqebra score minus geometry score. In 




Mean Mathdiff Scores by Sex 
, 
















A one-way ana~ysis of variance by sex was conducted to. 
. ' 
determine if the difference between the means was 
I ' 
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Analysis of Variance of Mathdiff Scores by Sex 
~ 
.. 
Source . ss df MS ·F p 
Between Groups 27.15 1 27.15 2". 58 0.11 
Within Groups 4190.57 399 10.50 
From·· the ANOVA it was concluded that there was no 
significant differenc:e ·?~h~i:f scores by ~ex. 
. Second, the_hi~her mean-spatial visualization score 
fo.z:: males am( ~he. possible spat~al component of a section 
of the geometry subtest made an investigation into 
. . 
transformational qeo~etry seem worth~hile. rhe 
"' . 
conclusions ·drawn from the analy~es of the 
transform!tional ~eometry subtest shou~d be tempered hY· 
_the .fact that this ~ubtest eonsisted of only eight items . 
In ·Table 18 the P~arson product-moment correlation was . 
. 
cpmput~d fo~. transformat~onal geomet\Y with th~~dependent 
variables of spatial 'visualization, numeracyjalqebra, 
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In Table 20 the criterion variable of transformational 
geometry .. is broken down. by sex. 
Table 20 
" 
Mean Transformational Geometry Scores by Sex 
• ···: 
--a;oup Mean SD Cases 
Males 5.09 1.83 211 
Females. 4.64 1.89 190 
+; 
EQtire Population 4.88 l. 87 401 
-..-
A one-way analysis of var{ance by sex was conducted to 
determine if the diffe~ence between the ·me~ns was 
. ' 
significant for transformational geometry. · 
. ·' 
Table 21 
Ana+ysis of Variance of Transformational 
Geometry Sco~es by Sex 
Source ss df MS F 
Between Groups 20.97 1 · 20.97 6.07 
Within Groups 1378.05 399 3.45 
* p < 0.05 
p 
0.01* 
··· ;~ ,~~~:.:~:·:~· ;:·.:--·_:?:- .-~·-.. ·, ... ; ~-.:: ... ··.'·~(~, 
, . . 
·. ' ... '•, ~ o • I 
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,.- From the ANOVA it was concluded that 'there was a 
.. 
significant difference in transformational geometry 
achievement by sex. As · a result, an analysts of . 
covariance was conducted-using spatial visualization as a 
-covariate. 
Table- 22 .. 
. ' 
Analysis of Cov.ar.iance of Trarifjformatiorial 
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36.54. 




0. {)0 . 
significant diff.erence in transformational geometry 
achievement by sex. With spatial visualization as : a 
covariate, .th~ s':i,gnificant difference in. 7s by sex for 
trans~ormational geometry had disappeared. . 
Third, - a wide range in the ages of grade 9 studen~s' 
made an investigation into the age factor seem worthwhile. 
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Frequency of Age by sex . . 
Group 13 -1.4 15 16 1._7 
Males 3 148 43 15 1 
' 
,.2 'Females 2 157 .8 1 
·Entire Popula~ion 5 305 65 23 2 
.> 
In Table 24 the criterion variab'le· of age is b:roken down 
by sex. · 
' I 
Table · 24 
Mean. Age by Sex 
• l\ one-way analysts of va·r .iance by sex was conducted to 
' . 
determine if the difference between the means was • 
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Analysis of Variance of Age by Sex 
Source ss df. MS F p 
.. 
Between Groups 2~55 1 '2. 55 6.36 0.01* 
,. 
wit~~ Groups 159.90 399 0·. 40 
j 
' From the ANOVA it ·was concluded that there was a 
-~ I 
~ig~if.ica~t di~f~r_ence in age means by· sex. \ . · 
·Ih Table 26 the Pearson product-moment correla~ 
I 
was computed· for age with .the dependent variables of 
,. 
spatial visualization, numeracy/algebra, ~geom~try, and 
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• Table 26 
, 
Correiation Between Age and the Dependent 
Variables by Sex 
~ -~ ' , 
• 
.; 
Group $patial Numeracy/ 
, 
Age and 
Visualization A.gebra Geometry 
-I 
Males · -0.11~* -0'. 38* -Q.38* 
.... 
Females . -0.14** -0.37* -0.26* 
.... 
~ 
Entire Pop~lation/ -0.11** -0.37* .:-0.32* 
* p < 0.001 
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Th~ significant correlation b~een age and each of the 
t 
57 
dependent variables made a one-way analysis of variance by 






Table 27 • 
Analysis of Variance of ~patial Visualization 
Scores bt· Age 
' <l 
··ss MS F 






Groups 43755 : 81 39 110.77 
•, 
Table 28 
Analysis of Variance of N~er~cy/Algebra 
Scores by Age 
.. 
./ . I 





0 . 11 
I 
p 
Between Groups 752.32 5 
I 
150.46 1 12.82 0.00* 
Within Groups · 4637.68 
* p < 0.000~ 
-
395 11 . 74 
,.,. .. . 
I 
../ 
' • . . 
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Table 29 
Analysis of Variance of Geome·try Scores by Age, 
source 
Between· Grou 
. Within Groups 
~ 
* p <· 0. 000t1 
" 
.. 
· df MS F 
~ 
.s 95.20 9'\ 43 
3989.70 395 10.10 
· Table 30 / 
\ . . . 







- - / 






Between· .'Groups 1 
Within GrouM_ · 











5 ~D481. 74 {4. 54 
. \ , . 
395 33.13 





' ' . . ' . . concluded~~hat there wa~ a 'significant ' difference in each 
~ '. • ' • ' • tl • ,. • • • 
of m.imeracyi ~~g.ebra .:·ac.hievement, geometry' achievement! and 
. 
overall tnathemati:cs achievement:by age. 
~ . . 
An analysis of .. ccfvariance. by sex, age as · the 
covariate; was conducted to 'de1;ermin~ if the difference· 
.. · · bet'~Jeim the means was sighieicant for s~ti~l 
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Table 31 
Analysis of CovariAnce of Spatial-visualization 
·Scores by sex · 
Source ss df . MS F 
1/ 
- .... 
covariate ~ 553.93 553.93 5.05 0.03 
Main . Effects 549. 30 _. 1 549.30 5.01 0. 03* 
A .,. 
Expla1neq 1103.23 . 2 551.61 5·. Ol 0. 01 ' 
. 
Residual· 4365_5~16: 398 .. 109. 69 
Total 44758.38 400 . 11'1. 90 
., 
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. ' 
An analysi~ of coV.a7i~nce by sex, 'age as the · 90Vari~te,· .. 
was ·conducted to ·determijle if 'the difference between. the 
. . -· 
rne.;tns was significant for numel='acy/a!gebra scores • . 
. . Table 32 • 
. 
- ·Analysis. of Covariance of N\,111\eracy/Algebra. 
Scores by , Sex . · . '·· · " · \ 
I. 
..... 
l ... •• • • • • · :'"':: 
· Satire~- · . · : ss· df · · 




Explained . · 74~ .• 42 · 
Residu~l 
., . 
1 ; I ' 
. ·; . ·.Total' .. ·~ : . .-r- : s·~~O,_ · 
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\ 
An analysis of ·covariance by sex, age as the covariate, 
' 
was conducted to determine if the ~fferenpe between the 
means was significant for geometry scores. 
___,._ Table 33 
Analysis · of covariance· of Geometry scores by sex 
4 
p 
0. oo . 
0.01* 
0. 0.0 
• An analysis of covariance by sex, age as ~ the covar~ate, 
' 
was ·conducted to. determine if the difference between th~ 
' 
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Table 34 
Analysi' of Covariance of Overall Mathematic" 
.scores by sex 
Source ss df MS F 
,. 
Covariate 2323.45 1 2323.45 70.93 
Main Effects 133.15 \ 133.15 4.07 t 
Explained - 2456.60 2 1228.30 37. 50 
Residual 13037.12 398 32.776 
' Total 15493.72 40~ 38.73 
• 
\., 
* p < o. 05 . 
' 
From the ANCOVAs (Tabl.es 31, 32, 33, and 3'4) it was 
concluded that there was a significant difference in 
of spatial visualizat~on, geometry achievement, and 







1m analysis of . covar~ance by sex, age and spatial 
visualization as covariates, was conducted to determine if 
the d.i:fferepce between the me~ns was significant for 
_ ,-, geometry scores • · . 
; 
I 
,I. . . .. . 
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_::;· 
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Table 35 
Analysis of Covariance of Geom~try Scores by Sex 
source 55 df MS F p 
I 
Covariates 1499.10 2 749.55 100. 97 0.00 
,.....__ 
' 5V 1055.79 1 1055.79 142. 22 o.oo ,.r 
.. Age 299.62 1 299.62 40.36 0.00 
• 
Main Effects 19. so 1 19. so 2. 63 0.11 
-Explained 1518.61 3 5Q6.SO • 68 .11.' o.oo 
•' 
Residual 2947.12 397 -..1. 42 
Total 
----- .... 
446~. 72 400 ' 11.16 
• •• 





An analysis of covariance by sex, age· and .spatial 
' 
visualization as covariates, was conduceed to determine if 
the differ·e-nc~· between the means was -s-ignlJica~t for • . · 
<• 
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Analysis of Covariance of Overall Mathematics 
Scores by sex 
source ss df MS• F 
Covariates 6'661. 42 2 3330.71 150.01 
sv -4337.97 1 ·4337. 97 195.38 
Age 1646. 41 1 1646.41 . 7 4 ·.15 
.. ,-
Main Effects 17. 84 . 1 17.84-
' 
0.80 
. Expla.ined 6679.26 - 3 2226.42- 10_0. 28 
/ 
Residua~ 8814. 46 397 2-2·. 20 
p 
0.00 
o . oo 
o.oo 
0.37 
. o. 00 
Total . 15)493. 72 400 38.7-3 J 
.. 
Note: SV = Spatial V;i.suali ZC\tion 
From the ANCOVAs (Tables 3 5 and 3 6) it was cone luded that · 
there was no si,gnificant difference in either geometry 
achiev~me~t or overall mat~ematics _achievement by, se~. 
With spatial visualizati'onzs cova~iate, a·s ~ell as ~age, 
..,. I 
I the 'significant·, dlf£erenc in means by sex for 'both' 
' 
geometry and overall mathematics had disappeared. 
. ! 
Sununary 
From the analysis of the data accor.ding to the 
' 
procedures outlined in Chapter 3 the following conclusions 
were reached. Thex:~ was nd sign,ificant difference between 
' •. ' \7.:·~ 
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64 
male and female performance in spatial visualization nor 
; 
mathematics.· The relationship between spatial 
visualization and mathematics performance for males and 
females was not significantly di.ffere'nt. Spatial 
visualization does not significantly contribute to sex-
related di_fferences in -~athematics performance. 
However, an exploratory analysis did reveal a number 
- ' 
of hidden relatio.n~hips in the data. Males did 
significantly better than females on transformational 
geometry, .. a subsecti~n of the geometry test. · If 
differences in spatial vfsua·liZation were controlled, the:n 
the signi£ icant. difference between males and females · on 
transfc:>rma~ional geometry was removed. If differences in 
' - · age ·were control:led, , significant- differences in both · 
• • • 
s.patial visualization and ma~thematics between f11ales and 
female~ began to e'\er~e. controlling for spatial 
.. .  
visualization, as well a~ age, removed these significant 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION, I~PLICA'I:IONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter a summary of the study as well as a 
statement of the conclusions resulting from 'an analysis of 
the data is presented. Implications for teaching are .. 
' ~ 
discussed and re)i:onunendations for future research\._are 
presented. 
. Summary 
The study of ~athematics. is important in th.e. 
""" . intellectual ·development · and · career choices of all 
- . . · . . 
individuals. 'ln today' s . technological society, 
mathematics acts as a critical filter for a multitude of 
mathematics-related professions. Without an adequate 
mathematics background careers such a~ . Emgineerlng, . 
architecture, and comp~:~ter studies may not be accessible. 
While some studies oft.~n show no differences in · 
ma~hematics achievemen~ between the sexes, a,~er 
of'. studies show differences favQring males. 
Spatial ·visual.ization is a cognitive variable which 
\\is_ ~bought to b~ asSociated ~ith sex-rel.a~ed cUffer~nces. 
Di.fferences in spat.ial visualization between the sexes 
appear at··nearly the same ~ge. as do diffeJ;ences in 
. mathe;,.atics et.chievement. . Consequently, it is possi.ble· 
, . ~ -
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66 
secondcq:y consequence of differences with r~spect to 
spatial visualization. 
This study was des~gned to examine the relationships 
between sex, student achievement, and performance in 
spatial visualiza-tion and in mathematics. Investigations 
also involved other as~ects: ~ncluding a questionnaire to 
teachers and an exploratory anal~sis of the data. 
The sample for the study coo$.isbed ·of 401 grade 9 
students, 211 males and :t90 females. Each student was 
administered a teacher~constructed mathematics achievement 
test and a standardized test of spatial ability. The 
administering of all tes,ts was carried ~~-t ~the 
' rE!searcher. Specific .instructions and a· specified time 
limit ·(mathematics - -30 min~tes, spatial' visualizatio~ -
25 minutes) were riqidly adhered :to for ea~h t~st. The 
next section discusses the results of the study. 
-.. 
~ 
Discussion of Results 
.. 
The deta:i-led results of this study were presented in 
the previous chapter. In this section these results are 
discussed with reference to the stated questi.o~s. - ' 
The first 'question in this study was coneerned with 
n 
comparing ·male and female performance i'n spatial 
visualization. on 'the spatial visuali.~ation test the mean 
. . . 
~c9re for males was hfgher tlian the mean score for 
females. o'verall, this difference in spatial . 
_, 
.. , . . ....... --: ' 
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67 
visualization was not significant. However, u·singtJ. age as 
a covariate, the difference in spatial visua-lization 
between the sexes became significant. It was apparen ~ 
~ ~ 
that a significant difference between males and females in 
spatial visualization had been masked by differences in 
age. 
, 
In the rev.ie\i...of literature it was indicated that 
some studies ha:ve found that sex-related differences in 
spatial visualization were reduced or disappeared when .the 
· mathematics back'l]round of s~udents was controlled.· In 
Newfoundland, the .mathematics background of all students, 
/up to and including grade 9, is virtually the same.. This 
. •' . 
. - -
·could explain why overall differences in spatial 
~ 
vlsualization between males . and fema:t~s in grade 9 were 
not significant. Prev.ious research . aiso indicated that 
m.ale superiorit~ in spatial abilities often became evident 
in adolescence- and increased with age. Thus, it may,. be 
that the overall difference in spatial visualization 
<1~·, • A 
6bserved in this study could ·become significant over time. 
I 
A wide· range in the ages of grade 9 students in the 
sampie made an investigation into the age factor seem 
worthwhile. ·Even though grade 9 r~peaters were eliminated 
from the_sample, ages still ranged from 13 to 1~. The 
- . .. ~ 
mean age for males was significantly higher than for 
ferria~es. This was probably due t-o the fact that males 
rep,eated earlier grades more often than females. As a 
resul.J:, t1here was a significant negative correlation 
, . 
. . ' . 
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68 
between age and spatial visualization, for both ma._.l.e~ and 
females, with the co!'relation being stronger ,f. or females 
than for males. Therefore, it was necessary to control 
the age factor in order to ensure a fair comparison of 
spatial ':'isualization ability for males and females·. 
Covarying out the differences in age, the resultant 
significant difference in spatial ability between the 
I . 
sexes tended to support previous research findings of sex 
d~ffe'rences in spatial task perfo.rm~nce favorinq.1fnctles. 
since research suggests that the magnitude of the 
. ' 
difference between the sexes in spatial visualization 
depends · upon previous experience, social and environmental 
' . . : 
. - . 
differ~nces may poss~bly exert the g~eatest · .~nfluences. 
The second question in this study was concerned with 
• 
comparing ma.le-:-and female performance in mathematics. 
Overall mathematics, numeracy/al.gebra, and geometry were 
--
·;considered separately for analysis purposes. Although the 
m~an score . ;£ mal~as higher 
females in geometry and overall 
• 
. 
than the mean score for 
mathematics and 
dif_ferences in nwneracy/algebra were negl~gible, the 
primary analysis _found no significant difference between 
male and female performance in overall mathematics, 
·-
rmmera:cy I algebra, br geometry. 
Since certain conspicuous trends became evident in 
' 
the data gathered, further analysis was undertaken. It 
-\ 0 ' . I 
was noted that the mean difference between 
m.~eracy/~lge'bra 'and geometry, referred to as "mathdiff", 
'I '~ I 
~ j..- :~;:;.,:~-• ..:.f : .:~f• l·•r~-·!-'; :' ' ,,1,, ... • · .. • "": .. . ::\,'" : · 
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was lower for males ' than for females. The rna tori ty ofl:hf.j! 
students in the sample had a higher mark in 
numeracy I algebra than in geometry. This might be due to 
the fact that certain parts of the grade 8 mathematics 
program were npt covered bec.ause of Limited time. In 
particular, geometry sections were covered less often than 
the nurneracy/algebra sections, with transformational and 
coordinate geometry being neglected most of all. Twenty-
eight percent of the_ t&.chers surveyed failed to ·cover 
transfor~4nal geometr~, while forty-eight- percent 
failed to c~ver coordlnate geometry. 
\ 
Spatial visualization requires that objects be 
mentally ,rotated, :x;-e~lected, and translated·. such aQilit:_Y 
seems to be logical~y related ·to g~ometry, especially 
t:ransformationa..l geometry. When . the analysis of data ··- · 
( 
focused on transformational geometry 1 a subsection of the 
. r ~ geometry test 1 the- difference between mal:e and female · ( . 
performance became significant in favor of males • 
result supports the contention tha~ sex-related 
----differences in mathematics are t.1specia.Hy-eommon on 
This 
problems whose content is spatial. ?\ cautionary note~ is 
' ' 
· that tr~format~onal geometry compris~d only . eigh~ -~f. 
~otal 40 )ltems of t;.he overall .test. 
the 
, • . I 
When numeracy I algebra, geot:netry, and overall 
mathematics scores were broken down·· by age, ·an obvious 
~ 
-= negative relationship with age could be seen. The 
negative correlation between age and these variables coul( 
-· 
. . 
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, 
be explained by the presence of slower students who llad 
repea.ted one 1 or more Garlier grades. The negative 
correlation be~ween age anl g..e~metry was higher . for males 
than for females. 
. 1W:l analysis of variance found that numerac¥/algebra, 
geometry, ~nd overall mathematics scores differed 
' 
· significantly by age. Therefore, it was necessary to 
I 
control for differences ',in age. With age as a cova:riate, 
" 
differences in . geometry and overall mathemat.i'CS by sex 
became sl.gnific~t' i;n ·favor of males. As with spatial 
~ 
- visualizati~n, ~fferences ·in georltet.ry and overall • 
. mathematic's .. achievement had 'been mas'ked by differences ·in 
. f 
age. . 
. . ~n ·the ~revie~ of literature some studies~ suggested 
that when the mathematics background of subjects was if' 
controlled,. differences in mathematics achievement between 
the sex~. wer~ often small and insignificant. In 
contrast, the results of this study fo~nd significa·nt 
' . 
. . 
. differe~des in ge_ometry ·and overall mathematics 
:.· achie~ement' 'b~tweel( the t;e.xes even though t~e math~mati~s. ' 
backg.rourid of · ti:te ':;ubj ects was th~ same. · . 
,. 
-It .i~ worth noting that the mathematics test used in: 
·' 
th~s study was v~ry . get:teral . It balanc.ed the components 
.. 
of 1the program and consequentJ.y test.ed many skills.. In 
. . ' 
contrast many previous studies tended to focus on specific. 
... c~m~ent ~reas and ~asks ~~re . oft~n limited . to 0 one ;pec'ifj.c 
·~ - ---
I 
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often favored males,· iow 'level. tasks such as comp!Jtati.-on 
often favored females. Therefore', eo_ some extent I the 1 
.. 
results of thiiJ study are consistent with pre'l1ious 
research. 
_,. ... ~ ) 
· The third quesbion in this study was concerned wi th• 
comparing the relatf.ionship be-tween .spatial visualization 
. I 
t 
and mathematics performance for males and females. While 
. ,. . 
. · the correlation }?etween spati~, vis~atiz~ ~ion and geometry 
was higher far maies, the correhtion between spatial . 
' 
\ . -~ ~isualiz.ation -and both numeracy/aigebra and overall 
. ~ . I 
' -~ --mathematics was higher for fema~es. A Fisher's z-test for 
independent sarnpl.es determined that thes~ correlations 
were, not .signifi~antly different far · males and females • 
. .:. . ' , 
Spatial.-: v~sual-ization was sign3-firantly cqrrelated 
. . ' . 
. . 
with numeracy/algebra , geometry, and overall mathematics 
~ . 
for ~ach se)C. Resea·rch has concluded that spatial 
. .~ . 
visual.ization and mathematics often correlate in the range )r- . , t 
of 0. 3 to· ·o. 6.. ~he results of this · study support this 
conclusion f~r both males and females. .... 
• The fourth question in this study was concerned with 
,..J. 
· the contribution of spatial visualization to sex-related 
differemce~ in mathematics performance. For the entire 
popul~ion, the correlaWn between spati_al visualization 
. ' I 
and overall .Jllathematics · was 0. 57. Th,erefore., ~patitl1 
·visual.ization accounts for approximately 30 percent of/the 
. .. I . / -
' ·variance in ' ablli ty in mathematics .. achievement • ··. In the 
• 
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mathematics performance betwe1n the sexes was not 
' signifi?an~. Using spatial v~~ualization as a covariate 
" did no~ change the outcome. However, in cases where 
~i9nificant . dif~erenC.es 1in mathematlcs·· achie.veme·nt between 
. ' . . . ' . 
the sexe~ did. exist,- spatial visualization w~s found·to be 
~ :contr-ibuting .faFtwor; ' . . · 1· . 
First, consider the cas~. of trandfo~ati~nal· 
geomet~y. In · ~his case, -a si~n;ficant difference favoring 
males w~s .. fou~d to exist. ~t is important t(\ realize that 
when differences in- spatial visualization were controlled, 
differences . i~ transfo+mational geometry between the sexes 
. · 
-became nonsignific~pt. Thus, spatial visualization can be_ 
considered _an important factor .contributing to sex-rela~ed 
- ~ifferences i~ transformationalgeometry. Females perform 
at lower levels than males on tests of spatial 
visualiz-ation and less adequate development of this 
. . 
~ I • . I 
ability may .. ,Rartlally explain fema1es lower perforinance ' in 
~ t 
transforma,tion~_l geometry. 
Second, c_onsider the else of geometry ~nd overal'l 
. . 
mathematics. In this case, using age ·as a covariate, a 
!J. . ') 
·significant difference favoring males. was found to exist 
• • • • • l • . • • • /~-
•. in both ,eeometry' a~d · overall ma~hematics achievement.· 
Howe.ver, with both. spatial visualiz~tion .and age as 
. ' 
covariates·,~the dif~erence between· ~ales. and· f,emales in ! 
.. ' 
. . . . ( . 
g~ometry and overall mathematics achievement ·became 
' , , l I ~ 
,.noniiqnificant. cont~olling for spatial visualization, as 
. ' ' · 
well as . age, removed. the significant difference between 
\ ' !.. 
. ' • 
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·the ~s.exes· . that was previ~usly obs~t'Ved. .Thus, it can be 
. . 
concluqed that. spa~ial · visualization was a fa~tor 
~on~rib~t~ng · i~. :sex-related differences in· geometry. and 
~ _ove;ralr mathematics achiev'enient_. ·:: 
q 
Overall, · th~ results of thi~ study suggest-that 
' . -. ~a:tial . :vlsl:lalization was slgidficantly relat~d to 
mathematics achievement. _c~yarying out the differences in 
spatial visual~zation eliminated the differences between 
the sexes in transf~rmation geo~etry, while covarying out 
the differences in both age and transformationai geometry 
eliminated the ·differences in both geometry and overall 
/" . . ,. 
mathematics achievement~ .These findings are consistent 
-
with the importance of spatial visualizati~n to 
mathematics learning in general and to explaining some of 
the differences obsef'rved between the sexes in specific 
branches of mat~ematics.1' 
Implications 
As poiqted out in chapter pne"the existence of sex-
related differences in mathematics results in ine~ity in 
. . . .. 
education. • The reductio~ of sex-related differences in 
mathematics and the equalizing of career opportunities fo~ 
. , I . 
. . I 
male and female students require educators to be 
•, 
knowledgeable of . ·the far-reaching co~sequences of· sex-
·' ' .. 
related ~ifferences : in m~thematics when' they exist. 
, '1, 
. . . ' 
I • ' ' 
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The results of this study have several important 
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t 
) 
·1n rriathematicSI achiev·ement have been found to exi-st, 
teachers must· be made aware of ~yhere . they exist and also 
enco~raged to prov,ide the. appropr~ate learning e~pe~ien~es 
.. 
that would .allow both sexes equal opportunity to attain 
greater success iri ma~hematics .• 
. The next .question is what can be done to reduce and 
hopefully.eliminate these differences? The main area of 
I . • 
concern appears to be~geometr~, especially 
transformational geometry. This study has .shown that a. 
signi~icant difference in achievement favoring males is 
evident in transformational-geometry. It has also been 
shown ·that when age was controlled, differences between 
. . 
males and females in geometry and spatial visualization ' 
' 
were significant. ·.· Howev~-once spatial visualization was 
controlled, differences between th.e sexes in . 
. - . 
transformational geometry. and geometry in general became 
nonsignificant. Therefore, it can be concluded that sex-
related differences in geometry achievement. can be reduced · 
if the ·spatial visualization ability of females can be 
. •. I '\ 
Improved. ' Since previous research .found that geometry 
. .. 
instruction for students can improve spatial ·visualization 
. ' 
. as; early a.s grade ·4, teachers should be. encouraged to. 
develop· spat~al r~asoning in elementary school as an_ 
.. ... 
integral part of instruction 'in geometry. This can be 
,, .. ' 
. ' 
.. 
. . ' 
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75 
accomplished through the increased use of manipulatives in 
activit~es d_ealing. with geometry • . ~ 
It may · b~ that the lack of instructional time spen~ 
on geometry'·is more detrimental to the mathematics 
perform~nce of femaleG than of males .. 
It is important to realize that the task df promoting 
equity through mathematics is no~ solely the 
' ... . 
respon~i· l~ty of the teacher. · Friends, parents, school 
counselor , and students themselves all have l role to 
play i sex differences in achievement are to be 
eliminated. 
.. ' . ' 
Recommendations for FutUre Research 
The ~ocus of this study was to determine whether sex-
related differences in mathematics achievement and spatia~ 
visualization exist at the grade 9 level in. th~ province 
• 
of Newfoundland. Only through a recognition of _individual 
differences ~nd inherent abilities-will the gpal of 
) . - . . 
equality of opportunity for_females and males in eruca~ion 
be accomplished. Therefore, it is necessary to explore t 
I 
and attempt to understand the ex&stence of sex-related 
differen·oes in mathematics achievement~ This requir~s 
I 
that car~fully desig ed research be conducted into a · 
number of areas b~yo d the scop~ Jf .this studY. · 
. The· results ot · t is study suJgest several 
· recommendations for future research. ~ . First, since the 
.... 
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76 
present stud~ wa~ limited to. the grade 9 level, a similar 
' 
' should be · conduc~ed 6 studf at other grades. At higher 
• 
grades research sho~ld pay special attention to 
differ~~ces in the mathemati~s b~~kground of students. 
Previous research_:sagqests tllat th~ greatest sex-related 
' • , • I ' ' • 
differences in ctchievement may· occur at higner leyel 
I, ' _, 
, • I . . • ' •, ' . . 
~~t~ematical f~tioning~ Since the_ spatial visualizatio~ 
- . . . ._. \ . ·:- _ _. __ ·----....- .... . -· 
• tesi; used in the present. study· J.s only appropriate tor 
Q 
grade 8 and above, research below 9rade lt-· WQ.4_ld have to 
--use aD alternative test to me~sure ~patial visualization 
ability. 
Second, .future research should attempt to identi-fy 
which specific component~f--the algebra or geometry 
' ~ programs are related to spatial visualization. In '• 
geometry, besides looking at transformational geometry, 
. -
c_oordinate ~~d plane geometry could be ~onsider~d. In 
\ . ' 
algebra, specific components sush as solving equations and 
I • 
algorithm us.age could be investigated. 
Third, a study should Qe conducted to determine if 
spatial tra~ninq has a . d~f~erential effe~--F· ~n the 
mathematics achievement of males and fem • As in the 
.. I. ... - , ·f .... ! l 
pr'e~ent study, mathematics.. achievement could be broken 
,.. --
: down into various components for comparison purposes. 
6 I 
. ' . . 
In.future research dealing wlth sex-related 
. . . . 
difference's in mathematics achievement, · the suppression 
. ' -effect of the , a·tJe f_actor sb,ould be con.sidered. Only by 
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mathematics performance between m~les and females be 
possible. ~ 
since \..ema. pre.sen.t s.tudy has confirmed that. when age . 
is used a.s a covariate there exists sex-related 
. ) : . . . . . - ' . . . 
differenc~s . in spatial vtsualization and . ~athematics 
. .. 
ac_hievement, future re~earch should attempt to ~eten~line .. 
. . · . 
th~ underlying cause~ of these differences. It is 
im~~tant ·to realize that _the relationship ~etwe~n the · 
learnfng of mathematics and the sex of the learner is a. \ . 
multi-faceted problem with a number of interrelated 
-variables which contribute to sex-related differences in 
mathematics. Only through extensive research will 
' \ 
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l MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
{ 
• 




·, Do not oped~this test booklet until you are told to do so. 
• .. I 
' 
"- \ . 
\ 
• . '· Th~s test c9nt~ins 40 multiple-choice questions • 
It is not expected ·.that you know ·everything on this test. 
~Wh¢n you are -~ld to begin: . ' 
-....::::.... - __ .,:- ---. 
. . . . . ' 
" . 




• / / , 
. . 
' 
._: .... , :: ... I ' ·~ ,1 I 
Re~d eacn question carefully • . 
DeQide upon the. ~s~er you · think 
-Ther~ is qnly .one cor~ect answer 
. . . 
is most correct. 
to each question. 
1 . 
. . . 
3. ·. Using the pencils provided cross out the lett~r 
corre:;ponding to your answer on your answer shee~. 
4 • 
- . 
Use the scrap paper~provided for fig~ring or drawing. 
. ·oo.:not --mark on the_ test · book1et. 
•. 
s . . If you want to change an answer, c~mpletely erase the . ' 
1st answer. 
You will not; be ~rmitted to qse a~ calculatq·r. 
. ---
6. : 
. .. . ., .· 
Let us look at the following ·two examples . 
• • 
y.How many, angles 
., 
. X. Ad~ A) 5 
s: + 3 B) 6 does a triangle · 
C) 7 have? 
./ D) 8 E) none of ' the above A) 1 _B) 3 
C) 2 




\ ·you will have 30 minutes '·f.pr the test. 
Work as rapidly. and as accUrately as you can. 
If you are not ·sure of an ans~~r, mark the choice that is 
your best guess. ' 
..... ...... 
·, . . 
. ' . 
·DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL .YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
. . . ~. : 
. ' . . · ~~ . ·- · .. ·.~ 
.· . ' . : \ , . . . I . . · 




















. _; . 
., ~ . -- .. ' . ·: .. 
' !_ ... _./~ \ 
ODD: Numeracy/Algebra {1, 3, 
EVEN: G~ometry {2, 4, 6 
( 1 ) ~vide ..!... 
... 




{ 2) In the figure below 
H = 60° and G = 8 5° • 
. ' rat is the measure f LF? 
r I F' . 
1:1 • 
. .. ; -
~ 
--
5, .... 39} 
40} 
-· < 
~ (A) .03 




(E) none of the ~bove · 






.' (..A> 6-0° \ · 
(B) -. 85~· , \: 
~~·. 
0 
89. . .· 
I ' 
~- \ .• 
. ' 
'· 
' ;1 n' 
. , ;/ 
.. . " . . ~ 




{C) )5° " J . \. 
(D). 95° . · . : .. . -~· .. (·E")t ·n·on.e of \:he· above· · 
~ 
( 3 ) What is the greatest (A) 2 
. conunon factor of 16 (·B) 4 ' 
~ . and 24-{ (C) 8 
· . (D) 48 
.. (E) none 
(4) In the--figure be].ow 
L1 = 50° and l.ines . 1 ) and -mare parallel 
(11 lm). Wha~ is the , 
measure of L3? 
1 (A) 50° 
(B) .13 0° 
.. 
'(C) 100° 
m . (D) 150~ 
, (E) none 
( 5) What-number should 
replace th~ question m mark? 
\ \ 
3 - ? - (A) 3 
-- 20 I 5 (B) 15 
' 
~ (C) 4 
(D) 12 (E) .• none 
"\. 
" ~. 
-.. · ' ..... 
' 
', ,· , t : :.: •.l ' !, :, ~\>. :,. ~-.~ ·~: j l, .,r:~ ' •!· ·. 'I, · •I •. • .. '·~:.-.~ '"·="'~; · 't ~·>···~· .... ~ :.·~:_ .... :~t··· ~-:\:J ,·: 
I 
of. the, a\ove 
·-
of the ·above 






















0 \ I 
I 
1 , \ ) ' ·. 




. 0 • 






. ' . . . 
(6) In the figure below 
LA and LB are 
. congruent' ( A ~ B~1• 
What is the value of X? 
I (A) 
··(i . .. .  . . ~ . 
\ 










none of the above 
( 7) 
·' . 
.-:.-' . : . 
( 8) ·. 







An isosceles t~iangle 
is a triangle with 2 
... - sides of equal length. 




"'(B) ' 16 ' 
. (c) 9 ..... 
.,. ··-
( D} .• 16 ' ~ 
. ( ~) -'none of the above 
' r 
·(·'·· I . ,. 
, . 
. : .. 
. . . 
0. -~ .... 
· ~ · 
Which. of the fol~owing is 
true --in--ever-y-4:-ses,..c~e+l~e~s-'-·-------.-­
. · triangl!~? 
i . 
~ .. ·- __ (A) 
. (B) 
~he 3 angles~must have · 
the same measure. ~ 
One side must have 
twice the length of 
'I 
- ~ ' .. ··~ 
(9) Which· fraction 












· another· side · . · 
There-m~st be· 2 a~gles 
with the- ~ same measure. 
The .3 sides must . have \ 
the same length • 











none of the above 
I 






!i ., .. · . . 
~;'....... • • •• • • • • .# ~ 
'•Il l,,< (l ~~J.;I~i~~,:,::;::;:;,\.~:: .: ,; ~:,(,; .~ : ~~~>·~.·:: !,''· ,' . . }\;.. . 































In \fhe figure below . . 
line m is perpendicular · 
to Une t (m/ 1 t) · and 
line .Jl.. is ·perpendicular • 
to line t Cn L t). 
·Whiqp ·of the following 









· .. ,·•. ' . 
t . 
• ,, ' .. • . . 
... 
, 
lines .m and n are 
·,perpendicular 
lines m ·and n are 
parallel· 
· ~ines m and t are 
parall.e_l : · 
.. 
: J '(D) lines n -and t.are 
par~11e1 . . ~ · 
(E) · none· of· the .'above· 
· · ( 11) WhiQll. ·of the· fpllowin~ · 
· ' · ·. ' inequalfties are _true? 
Q 
(A)_ 3- < 1. .. (B) · -2 "> -4 .•. 
(c) . 0 = 3 
(D) . -5 > o· 




' 'd ~d ~ .. · (E) .none of the above. 
•• 
How many s~ es- oes•a · 




4 •. 3 
- + -. 3 :. 5 ' 
.  
(14) · r6.the figure bel~w 
, .line m is perp~ndicular 
; to line. n (m .L n) .and 
. Ll = 43 • ,What ·is the 
. . meaa_ure ·Of L 2? 















exactly 3 sides 
3 or more sides 
exactLy 5 sides 
more than 3 sides 















of the ,above 
57° ... . . • 
4'3 o. ~ ·'iJ· · . . --137~ ~ . '• .. .;- ." . . . 











. ··· •. 
: • 
·' 
\ 'l ' 1' ' 
. ' . ~ ~ 
" 'o • ' • ' 1 ' , ' ' • J • ' o I • o '.·' ,,. ', ~.···~·· •• • : , , · ,· , ··- ' ' .. ~ , ,••', , ·, .. ,'.. '•r\>,'•:, /•, ,: • :.,:,~{~'!.~: • .... ~;.-;.'1. , (; ) ... . ~\j w(:OO l~ ~· '.\:-. : . ;,· ·.: ~ . - O o ,,' ' ,1_',', '\ - -, "' 








.___.......- I!' ( 
-v .-· 
I . . • 






(15) Write .Oia as a, 3 
fraction in lowest ~ (A) 5 terms. ·3 
(B) SC'· 
.6 







,. .. (E) none of th~ abov~ 
( 16) .~ How can the tollowing 
triangle b~ classifi~d? 
1 (A) 6btus':' \ .. 
· . ( B)" acute . · 
.. 
' .... 
( 17) · !f·, a ;:..)p. ·and -b = 3, 
· · · (.That is the value. 
· of 2a - b2? 
( 1 . I 
• < . 
· (C) "isosceles · \. 
(b) .. right ·. r . 
·. <} ~ no~7 'of the above · 
{A) · -5·· 
(B) .· - ·2 
l(C) 13 
(D) 1 
(.E) none of the above 
/ 





.. . . . 
. . ' 
... ' 
e following ~ · 
---:-----'------'-1r.-~F=P!I,..,..-;:rm---rt:rTT"YJS"!:"J'Snts "~ ·-- -
translation ( sliqe l, '""'--......... 
what is the l~ngth of ~ ~--..J- ~--
-,_ 
~· 







t..~\ I • " ,' \ • • . 
.. 
... 








. ( 21) 
,: -
. ' . 
,. 
Which equation has 
not been built from 
X .: 3? 
If "V" is· rotated 
(turned) 270 in·a 
clockwise direction, 
what will be . th~ 
result? · 
What is ·the solution . . . 
for th.e equation 
y - 6 = -2? 
4 • • • 
' • .' ' .!. : . ,, .. ": '! 1.. - ~·: .Vtfo' •' 
•• 6 -
' (A) 1 
(B). 2 
{c) . 3 
(D) '4 . 






X + 6 .= .9 
x - .a =· -s 
X + -8 = -11 . :--::-::::: : 
9 + X = 12 ---------
no·ne of the aq,pve-----..... 
• -- f(, 











y = 4 
·y = .:..4 
.. y = .:.a 
y = 8 
none ·of the above 
. I 
·' 
:' •' ' 
·I· . - ·-
: I 
•· '' I. 
I 
- ' , . 
. . ,. 
./:t~~;:::·::"·· . ·r··. ·~ .. :. ·~ ·~. ~ .. -·:.-···  ..... ~.-.: ~·~·-·:··· -;. -··~ . ~ .. . · ..;.~· .v-: ....... 
I. . ;~.,· .. :- .. -










· . ·1! 









. ' . 
(22) 
(23) 
If · "Cl" is ro~d 
(turne~) 180 ip a . 
cou-nJ:er-oropkw~se . 
direction, what will 
be. the result?'( 
What is. the 
mathematical .exp~ess~on 
for "a number doublea 
is increased by l":? 
. ~ 
' If " r '' is reflected . (flipped) through a 
vertica-l · -line ( y":'axis) , 
what will ·' be the · 
r~u-lt? 




. .. . \ 
t -4) • ( 2) r- ~--6 ) 
. . \\ If· a9 is reflected 
(flipped) through a 
horizontal. line 
( x-axis), what will · 
be the result? · 
' ' There ·a~e 3 le.ss .P .. oys 
than girls. Therl are 
ll girls in the 6la~s~ 
· .what is the ratio of 
the number of Qoys to 
. ·girls? 
( 28) _Which ~ranslation \ 
· (slide) will map 
· figure l onto 1;d'· · __/ 








(D,). [) ) 
('E) none of the above 
.. J .• • (A) 3x '+ 2 
(B) 2 (X + 3) ( c ) ; 2x. +_..3 . 
(D) · 3 (X +•2)f 
(&) ·none of the above 
_) .• 
CA) ~- Lr 
(B) "G._ 
(C) .-
( D) 1-.. ! 
( E) none of ·· the above 
' } 
(A) -4 ' 
(B) -14 (c) 2 , "' 
cor 16 
(E) none ·of the above 
(A) 121 
. (B) ® 
(C::) ~ 
(D)® 
,.(-E) none of the above 
' 
(A) 14'": 1~ 
(B) 11:3 . l 
' . (c) 8°:11 
(D)· a:14 




·,..,. , f' 
: A ~,.. . .. • 
Z!J. : : : .. : 




: ~:6]-' •. . 1 
. . . 
. . 
I 
. (B) - [ 4R, 
,.,-..1. -: <.c) I 4L, 
'(D) "['3L , 
. (E) none 
~ 
of the 
• ' • , ' • • ' • 'II • I J• • - • • ;:: ~=:.~}~ 
' '• .  
• 93 ' 
r • 
-~ 







~t\/:":' · .. _: __ .. '· \ ,. ·,.;. . ;(:3- . ' . - . . . . . 






. ~! . 
' -
f 
(29) The scale on 4 map 
is 1: 250 • What , 
diStance would,you 
walK if the distance 
.. meas,ured on the map 
... is....~ em? I 
' ' ' 
( 30) I,£ "~' " is---r!etlected (flipped) ~ough the 
y-axis (~ert~cal), 
what will. be /'the 
resu;J.t? . . \ 
(31) A student · p~Jk~f 15 
apples in 2 ~inut~s. 
At .tha-t .. rat~ h~w ' 
many apples will\ be. 
. ,- pick~~-. i_n · 12/ ~~nutes? 
- (3i) · ·Fo~ ,t~ following\ 
rotatibn (turn) about 
point 0, thel origi~al 
.f .il,gure and .·t ·ne image 
... are shown.-. ~hat is 
the rotation angle? 












( 34~) In the squa e below 
wh~ are _th 
coordinates of point 
F?' ; -
I . ..J . . 
. (1,4)0 .. F I . . ' I I r ,1. 2, · · · i ( ~ . 2, 
' . ' 1 
/; 
•. 
(Y·i,· ~ .' . • . I 




















'(D) W · 
(E) .. none of the above 
•. -
(A) 180 . 
(B) . 24 , 
(c) 72 .. 
(D) 90 










. \ , '~: . 
.c 
. . 
' I • 
------ ·. 
(A). 9,0° 
















none of t\le above 
17% 
34% -~( 68% 
83% . ~- ... 





none of .the above 
,. . . 
\' ' 




· ' •. 
,,. 
. ', \ 
' ~. \ 
;-·- -1 
;.;.:.. \· 
i / l . : 
..it ; I . 






., r ~ · . · 
·.... I . , 
·' ' ' 






.!.. .. , 
.. 
.. . •. ·; -.. -.-·. •' ,'· :: : .... ·. •. . ,l': '·· ·F -··. 
- .,. I 
l\ 
( 3 5) .. If 't = 3 and n = 6, 
what is tlle ·value· of. 
4n - St? . . 
(36) If the point A (1,2) 
' is reflected ·(flipped) 
throug~ .~he y-axis 
(vertical-), what ar.e 
the coordinates'ot 
the image · point A'? 
c 37). What is the\ r 





· fo·r "a: number g. 
incre~~~d by 3 is 
equal to 7"? ' . 
. \ 
If the. point B . (.1, 3 ~- • · 
is rotated (turned) 
go: counter-clockwise 
about the origin, • 
what are the · • 
coordinates of the 
im~~e poin~ B' ? 
What is the solution " 
for the equation 
2y .... 13 25?' 
• 
. . . .I 
.. ':. . .. . 
I 
I . 
( ~) 9 
(B) · 39 
<c> .. • ... 1a 
(!>) . 4'2 
'··". . .. .. ' . . ·· 













--(A) /-3n = ·7 · 
"lo• n -7 ·· (B) 1 3 - - . 
' +e1 /· n + 3-7 












( 3 ,·-1) 
( 3,1) 
('-3 -1) , . 
none of 
y = 6 
y = 19 
¥ = -6 







•. ______ _.. 
·In .the translation 
(slide) below · A has· 
coordinates · (5,4). 
wn.a t are ~he 
coordin~~ of _the 
image point A' .? o· 
. . ... . . . . . 
'ti' ~ .... . .  . . . 
. 
·. . . . .. . . 
.... A: ~·. 
. .. . . ' 
• • • • • . . .A, 
) . 
(A) '{ 1,1) 
(B) . (9,1) 
(C) (5,4) 
(D) (-5 -4) 
. I 








. . · -"· ..-.l • ., ·:~ 
' . . ,J"· \·'; ::·,;_ ; : ~- -- ·.. .:~~ "::'. ' ; ,_·. '', •. - ~ .. . : . :.. . :. ' ·.·, ... )~· ; ~: '.,_; ; ~/;:;~ 
('t, 1 \ , , ;/.~o.,.,~r ' [l._ ... . - · ~ ... ( _,1 : .. ~.,1~..- J.;.~ · · .- ) ·. , .. .. ... •.::. ~ .• JII"l.S'.NJ~ ~,.-: ....:\\f:<' . .J~~ .. ~,_...,:_1 1 1 
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• To WhdrQ ·It, May Concern: .. · I · ., 
. ,. 
.. 
''- --~/ ,J 
· I . am: a graduate st~den_t presentl¥" w9rking 'On a 'thesis~ 
in 'the Department of curriculum and Instruction ~t 
Memor.ial Uni'versity. The purpose of im/ ,~hesis i~ to 








.mathematics · achievetnent exist·. at the grade 9 level" . I 
have ~andomly.selected a sam~le of\16 schools (lis~ 
enclosed).. In each ·sch()ol one grade-"9 class wt.,Ja be 
rand6mly.qhose~ for testing. Each class will~e given 2 . · . - ~ 
one-per'lod t:ests; . a spatial visuali.zation test · • • . 
.. 
- .< s.tanqa~dized) and a mathematics· acl .. ievel}lent test ·· . . ;. 
( ~cher·-made). ..It would be preferred if both tests could t • · 
be : ·9:~ ven on the ~same .d~¥, pqssibly op~ 1n the mor!fjJlg and f:'-~ \ ' 
otte .J.n tl:l<: af~ternoon ~ , ~ , . · G' 
Your ' cooperation in' this end~avour will be deeply· 
. . . . ) \ 
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. ~ -To Whom-It May concern: 
-1--. 
. . 
.october 17, 1986 
' ) 
The -Division of Evaluation and Research· is gathering 
data and coordin~ting a number of research projects on 
· "Sex· differences in Mathematics"· .. · 'A swnnl'ary report""tnth .. , 
·.:· .. . · · reconuilE~ndatioris will be comp.iled--at' a later date . 
. ' . ' . ''(' . ' .· .. -
' '). 
· ·· In the meantime, the Div.ision is supporting the' 
res..eai:ch of Mr. .Robert Hipdi tch, a · graduate student at 
M~morial University. 'His to~~e for a '·thesis, "Spatial 
· Y,isualization of Grade Nine · studeflts in Ne}'/foundland", is 




· Your c~operation 
..instance. 
. , ~ 
'LPF: ref 
would be appreciated in·this 
)·.· _ . 
SJncerely- yours, 
' 0 
·LENORA PERRY FAGAN, Ph.D. 
Director ' • 
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·c~:ms.i.dering ··the .time limits many mathematics ' teachers 
must contend wi. th, 'it is often .impos'sible to ' cover· a -ll the 
mat.e~al as. pres.cr.i.bed, in· the curriquium g~ide. ~his is 
especiall.y true of the -Grade· 8 . rna themat-ics _program 
' .. " . . .. 
· I . have r-~cently a:dmini.:.Stered a mathematics . 
achi.ev,ement test to a class of students which you taught 
last year in Grade 8.. The test· was ·based ori ·3 of the ·s • 
strands ·proposed for · stuQ.y i.n . Grade B; namel.y, the 
numeracy, aigeJ:>ra and geometry strands • 
. • 
.. , • 
To ~nterpret the results . of my study fairly it· is 
important to determine the material actually taught. '· 
Would you plea~.e be kind enough ~o indicate,. to , the bes.t_ 
of your memory, th.e degree to whi.ch each of .the following 
skills was covered. 
once .completed, pleas'e mail this for,m in the enclosed. 
self-addressed envelope. ·Your prompt' response will be. 
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I •, NuMERACY EMPHASI-ZED COVERED BUT 
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to represent a 
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one missing valu 
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ALGEBRA 
~ - eval.uating 
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. words .to syinbols 
translating 
. equations. from . 








.... sol,virtg equations 
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PLANE GEOMETRY EMPHASIZED COVERED BUT, 
NOT EMPHASIZED 
- .f.J..!ldin~ the ·3rd 
ang~ of a I 
tria gle, given ' 





given p_aralle~ · 
lines cut by ·a 
'tramsversal 
finding values· 
which make ·two 
angles congruent 
. 
de'f ining an 
isosceles triangle 
defining a po~ogon 
finding the 
complement of ;. a 
given angle · 
- c 1assifying 
. triangles .(acut~, 
obtuse, etc. ) ('· 
·.·/ 
identifying \jhen 
lines are parallel 
' ,. 
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finding the 
length of a 







• : . 
rotating tk 
f ·igure 180° 
· counter - 0 
c-lockwise' \ 
- r ·eflecting a 
figure · through · 
a vertical li.ne 
reflecting. a ·· 





rule for a 
translation i.n . 
. correct symbols ' 
- ·recognizing a 
_xeflection 
\ 
- writing the 
rotation ang1e 
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COORDINATE 
. GEOMETRY 
- wr i tin~ the 
coordLna tes 
of a point 
- finding the 
coordinates 
of a .. point 
reflected 
(flipped) 











- finding the 
coordinates 
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of a point ~ 
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" \_ APPENDIX D 
Grouped Frequency Distribution 
of the Oependent Variables 
( 
·. 
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Range 50 
Skewness = .355 
Figure 1·~ 
. Mean = 29.38 
SD = 10.58 
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Range· = 30 
Skewness = -. 035 
Grouped Overall Mathematics. SSQJ'es 
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Mean = 23.85 
SD = 6. 22 
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Grouped Numeracy I Algebra scores 
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R(!.nge - • 17 
Skewness - -.276 
Mean = 13 . oo 
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